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Preface

Segments is fictionalized memoir structured as eight short stories, or segments of the
central character's life. These autobiographical incidents begin in Redding, California, in
1947, when the central character leaves the family farm on her first day of school only to
return to face the loss of her innocence. I find it ironic that boys and girls sexually abused
by a parent or other family member are not considered incest victims, but incest survivors.
Even if one survives the effects of incest, all subsequent perspectives and decisions are
colored by loss oftrust.
"Praise Raleigh" is told by a third person narrator for several reasons. First, the
experiences of early childhood can be too painful to remember first-hand, necessitating
assignation to another person, in this case Sarah Cunningham. Second, the voice of a six
year old needs a narrator with some degree of maturity and perspective, but without the
emotional charge of reflection and authorial voice. The ·technique of magical realism in the
incest scene was chosen for the same reason I think the German and South American
originators chose it -because some things, like war, are too painful to look at straight on.
The death ofSarah's innocence is a result of an unjust war between father and daughter.
''New Kid," set in San Francisco in 1957, shows the same character, now sixteen
years old, trying to figure out how to fit in with her peers at a new high school. The first
person narrator tells the story from a very close, immediate perspective, in present tense.
She is insecure, calculating, manipulative, but somewhat successful in what she considers
to be important - to make friends as quickly as possible in order to fit in and feel normal.

"Dear Mark" is in epistolary form as an amends to a child the mother gave up for
adoption at birth. Here the main character addresses the now young man directly,
showing a progression in maturity from the previous two stories. Although the action of
this story takes place in San Francisco and Los Angeles from 1959 to 1961, when the
narrator is still immature, it is written forty years later and shows some reflection.
In "A Respectable Married Woman," the narrator relates the story of another
woman who was sexually abused by her father, but throughout her adult life has tried to
do what she thought society expected of her- to be successfully married. Through nine
marriages, Andrea tries to escape the destiny her father laid out for her, but when
menopause occurs, she looses the battle. In both "A Respectable Married Woman" and
"Eight in the Side, Clean," both set in the '70s, the narrator voyeuristically watches other
women in an attempt to learn how to be a woman other than the one who raised her, who
did not protect her from her father and who took abuse from her husband and then abused
her daughter.
"Free Bird" depicts Carol's diminishing control of her life. She looks for heroes as
an adolescent might, and even though she is both literally and figuratively "hooked" to the
plumbing, she still fights for her freedom. She is handed a stack of cocktail napkins and
told to ''write about it," which she ultimately does in this collection. Finally, at the funeral
of the abusive father, the narrator's young son is handed a symbol of authority, patriotism
and duty- the American Flag from the casket. Mother and child are left with the task of
"surviving" the effects ofher father's misconduct. It remains uncertain if they will
succeed.
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Sarah Jane Cummings had been sitting by her window on the second floor
of their farmhouse in Redding, California, since five a.m. She'd moved to Redding
that summer, when her father retired from the Army to bring his family back from
Korea, and she got up early every morning to

w~tch

the sun rise over the ten acre

raisin vineyard. Raleigh Rooster would roust the rest of the family, Mr. and Mrs.
Cummings and Brother Donny, just as first light broke, but Sarah Jane wanted to
make extra sure he was on time this morning, for it was her first day of school.
When the rooster crowed dawn, and she heard her mamma and brother
padding downstairs to start breakfast, Sarah, already dressed in her new outfit
from the Sears & Roebuck catalogue, knelt to pray for the day. "Dear God, bless
Mommy and Daddy and Donny Boy, and my teacher who I'm going to meet
today, and Raleigh and Grandma and all the boys and girls in the world, especially
the ones who are going to be my first friends starting today. I'm so glad I'll finally

be meeting all the kids in the valley." With that, she buckled up her new shoes,
made her bed and went downstairs to help with breakfast.
"The butter needs to be churned, Sweetheart; you should have waited to
put on your new dress," Mrs. Cummings greeted her daughter. "But my, don't
you look like the big little school girl. Go churn up the butter and have some eggs,
and I'll braid your hair before you go," and she went back to stirring porridge.
Two year old Donny wanted a turn at the old wooden churn. "Don't
pester me this morning, Donny, or I'll end up missing the bus. Go help mamma set
the table before Daddy comes in to eat," and she plunged furiously, hoping to have
time to feed the chickens before she left.
Sarah loved the feel ofher Mamma's hands in her hair in the morning,
before the day had had a chance to make her cranky. Mornings, Mamma patiently
pulled the comb through, gently untangling knot~ from the curly blonde hair before
winding two fat braids into plaid nbbon bows at the bottom. Donny grinned from
ear to floppy ear, exposing all eight ofhis little teeth, and declared, "You look
pretty, Sister Sarah!"
Sara Jane made sure she had stuffed into her knapsack all the
accoutrements of a first grader: a fat pencil sharpened with a whittling knife and a
square gum eraser; a wooden ruler, box of Crayolas, small chalk board, and a pad
of blue-lined paper. After carefully placing on top a paper bag containing a
sandwich and an apple, Sarah walked, accompanied by her mamma and brother,
the half mile to their rural route mailbox to wait for the yellow school bus. Mrs.
Cummings reminded her over and over of all the rules of proper school behavior:
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never talk without raising your hand; always say good morning, Miss Murphy, and
good bye, Miss Murphy, and be sure your dress doesn't fly up when jumping rope
and swinging and sliding down the slide.
When the bus appeared suddenly, chugging laboriously over the rise in the
road, and scrunched to a stop at their mailbox, Sarah Jane kissed her mamma good
bye and stepped up to face the children she'd be going to school with each
morning. They all stopped whatever they'd been doing to stare at the new girl,
and Sarah couldn't help but feel like an outsider already. She picked an empty seat
near the front and plastered her face against the window to watch her mamma and
baby brother wave good bye until the beastly bus dipped down the next hill and out
of sight.
After school, Sarah hoped that her mamma and Bubba Donny would be
waiting at the mailbox to walk her home, but she was greeted only by flies buzzing
in the still, hot September air. She decided not to wave to the eyes bugging out at
her from the back seat of the bus, but rather turned and walked quickly to the
house to tell everyone all about her teacher, the squeak in her heavy brown shoes
and the long ruler with which she whacked on the desk of anyone who dared to

speak without raising their hand. But the car wasn't in the driveway; they must
have gone into town.
Sarah threw her satchel on the front porch and went straight to the
barnyard to feed the chickens. Raleigh stood tall on the fence post surveying his
flock of plump brown laying hens, his head proudly bobbing the bright red topknot
back and forth. His reddish brown feathers puffed out a little when he saw Sarah
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Jane approaching, and he flapped his wings in welcome. Sarah's favorite color,
one that she couldn't duplicate even today with all the shades of blue and green in
June Taggert's huge box ofCrayolas, was the blue-green-gold of Raleigh's long
tail feathers gleaming in the sunshine as he strutted back and forth astride the
fence. "Hi, handsome," she smiled, and stroked his back as he squatted like a dog
before fluttering down to oversee the feeding. "Wait 'till I tell you about my first
day of school," she said, as she scattered seed around the pen. Raleigh pranced
about, lifting one webbed orange foot high and placing it carefully in front of the
other, head cocking back and forth as he listened to the child's excited voice.
When he was sure there was enough seed for his flock, he joined the hens in
pecking away in the dirt, ever alert to the sound of Sarah's voice, glancing over to
let her know he was still listening, the fleshy red comb falling to one side or the
other.
Sarah Jane's banter continued until Mr. Cummings appeared, turned his
daughter around and lifted her high up in the air to lower her onto his shoulders.
She wrapped her legs tightly around his neck as he cock-horsed her into the barn
for her lesson. These lessons were administered only when Mrs. Cummings and
little Donny were away, for they would be jealous, he said, of them spending time
alone together. They were a secret, because Mrs. Cummings' daddy had died
when his daughter was only three years old, and Mrs. Cummings had never been
taught by her daddy how to be a woman. But little Sarah Jane would know all the
secrets of womanhood in plenty oftime to be "a good woman" by the time she
married.
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A half hour later, Sarah returned to the barnyard to lock the hens and the
rooster in the coop for the night. She told Raleigh about her homework, and said,
"I'm so glad, Raleigh, that I have you to talk to."
Just then Mrs. Cummings pulled into the dirt driveway yelling, "Sarah Jane,
come help unload the car. While you start the salad you can tell me all about Mrs.
Murphy and your new frienqs."
"Did you have ice cream?" asked Donny, "We had pistachio ice cream."
Sarah was glad to listen to her brother prattle on about his adventures, since she
had already told Raleigh about hers and felt somewhat worn out from the events of
the day. She washed and chopped up the salad fixings while her mamma hummed
along with the radio like she always did when she cooked. When they sat down to
dinner she'd surely get to take her place in the "What was your day like, Dear?" of
those who had done something unknown by the <?thers.
When they sat down to eat, Mrs. Cummings asked how the girls liked her
dress, and Sarah Jane didn't have the heart to tell her that no one had talked to her,
only whispered about her to each other. So she said, "Mrs. Murphy said my dress
was nice," and filled her mouth with carrots and peas. She was glad when Mr.
Cummings launched into a tale of his boyhood on the farm in a little town not far
from Redding.
"Yes," he began, waiting for the mashed potatoes to get passed around to
him, ''when I was your age we hardly ever had time to go to school. Most of the
time there was too much work to do for such nonsense." His grin broadened as
he got to Sarah's favorite part, "We'd start out the day before dawn with a dozen
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eggs apiece, a loaf or two of bread each, two or three stacks of flapjacks, twenty
or thirty slabs ofbacon and a couple quarts of milk, and then go out to do chores
'till lunch." Before he could begin to describe his childhood lunch, Mrs.
Cummings interrupted to ask if he was slighting her meager breakfasts, and an
argument escalated. Donny left the table to go to his room, and Sarah Jane hurried
through her meatloaf and began to clear the table. She carefully covered and
placed the uncut apple pie Mrs. Cummings had baked that morning into the ice
box.
After homework, Sarah crept softly into her mother's room with the

Pollyanna Glad Book they were currently reading. Mr. Cummings was downstairs
in his big stuffed chair with a highball, listening to news on the radio and reading
the paper, and Mrs. Cummings was having her highball upstairs. She said, "Sit
down here with me, Sarah Jane, and I'll teach yo~ how to sew a new elastic in
your brassier." That both her mamma and her daddy seemed so sure she would
some day have the full figure ofher mother was something of a mystery to Sarah,
but she sat dutifully and listened to her mamma tell her ofthe ways of young
ladies. These lessons always ended in tears which Sarah couldn't understand,
except they seemed to be about something her mamma had lost along the way.
Finished with her mending, Mrs. Cummings dried her eyes and said, "Go
find your brother, Sarah, and we'll read a chapter in your book."
Sarah came back with Donny in tow, and they snuggled up together, Sarah
under her mom's left arm and Donny under the right, while their mother read
about the little girl with blond braids who, no matter what catastrophe occurred,
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always found something to be glad about. Sarah wished to be just like Pollyanna,
and before she got in her own bed a little later, she knelt down and prayed, "God
bless Mommy and Daddy and my brother and Grandma and Raleigh, and please,
God, make me glad about everything just like Pollyanna."

In early October Raleigh crowed later, bedtime came earlier, and the day's
heat dropped, by evening, to a chill requiring sweaters in the house. It was harvest
time for the grapes. Three laborers had been hired, and Grandma had come down
from Seattle to help with the chores while Mr. and Mrs. Cummings worked
outside. Sarah was truly glad for visits from her grandmother, for Mrs. Harris, her
mamma's mamma, was, unlike her daughter, a soft spoken, slow moving woman.
After supper, while Donny went outside to play and her mamma and daddy took
lemonade out to the workers and began again th~ task of picking grapes and laying
them out on framed screens to dry in the sun, Mrs. Harris would make "a nice cup
of tea with lots of milk and honey" and ask Sarah all about school. Sarah knew
her grandma only liked to talk about pleasant topics, and in skewing tales of
playground antics and academic success to please her grandmother, Sarah actually
found lots of things to be glad about. She was beginning to make friends in
school. Granted, they were the unpopular kids, the skinny girl with thick glasses,
the brown skinned boy who was too shy to talk to anyone who might tease him,
but they were her first acquaintances. In telling her grandmother about them,
Sarah found herself elevating them to the status of friends. After hearing all about
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school, Mrs. Harris described her garden to Sarah Jane as if Sarah were another
adult, even using botanical names, never mentioning table manners at all.
Mrs. Harris stirred her tea quietly, took off her glasses and looked tenderly
at Sarah Jane. "You know, when your mamma was your age, I worked as a nurse
in rich people's houses in New York City, taking care of their children. Your
mamma played with those children as if they were her sisters, but she never had
any brothers and sisters of her own. Your mamma is brave to live in the country
like this, canning fruit and vegetables, plucking chickens, picking grapes. The big,
big city was all she ever knew before she married your daddy." Sarah's heart
flooded with pride as she thought ofher mamma as a brave lady.
The Saturday she was to go home, Mrs. Harris took her grandchildren out
to walk through long rows of grapes, now shriveling into plump, juicy brown
raisins on their screen beds. Before they'd eaten their fill, a skunk, frightened by
the quiet trio, ran from an arbor and gave a great squirt, sending them all to the
barn to hose offtheir legs. Donny climbed up the fence ofthe pig sties and jumped
down onto the fat white sow backwards, clinging to its tail for dear life as she ran
in circles through the muck. "Lookie, Grandma, I'm a cowboy!" he screamed,
delighted that for the first time he'd landed square on her back without falling off
at least twice. "Yahoo, faster," he laughed, while his grandma and sister wondered
how he'd ever dismount. The sow stopped short, eyed a small square door cut
barely large enough for her, and lowered her head. Donny, oblivious to her plan,
hung on tight to her tail as she bolted toward the narrow passage.
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"Donny, let go!" screamed Mrs. Harris. Sarah, who'd watched this trick a
dozen times before, waited gleefully for the moment when splat, Donny's back hit
the fence and he landed face-down in the mud.
"Sarah, go help your brother," Mrs. Harris said. "Bring him back to the
trough so we can clean him up before we go in."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

out her hand and brought her brother to the trough. Raleigh flew up to the fence
post to see what all the fuss was about, and dropped down to join the party.
"What a beautiful rooster you are, Raleigh," Grandma said as she hosed off
her smelly grandson. "And do you know how much Sarah loves you? I've never
heard of a little girl having a pet rooster, but indeed you are her pet. She tells me
all about what a grand rooster you are."

"I'm so glad you like Raleigh, too,

Gran~,"

said Sarah, and ran to the

house for a dry towel. She wondered if her grandma would understand about the
times her daddy carried her into the barn, but decided that could wait for another
visit, when they were alone sipping tea together. Maybe she'd return for
Thanksgiving. Each year she sat at their feasting table to give thanks and share
turkey dinner with them.
Mrs. Harris would not join them for Thanksgiving, as it turned out, for she
developed an illness which would claim her life before Sarah Jane ever saw her
again. The night before Thanksgiving Mr. And Mrs. Cummings got into a big
argument, bigger than ever. They'd been drinking cocktails, and from her room
Sarah had heard Mrs. Cummings tell her husband, "Ralph, I can't stand it here any
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longer. I have no friends, we have no social life, there's nothing to do. I work my
fingers to the bone and can't seem to keep up with the chores. With Sarah in
school all day and Mamma sick, I have no one to talk to."
"Talk to your precious Donny," Mr. Cummings said gru:ftly.
"Ralph, I want to take the kids and go stay with Mamma for a while."
"Absolutely not," Mr. Cummings said. Your place is with your husband.
Maybe next year the raisin crop will do better and you'll be able to hire some help
around here once a week. Mix me another drink, Anne, and let me finish the paper
in peace."
"Ralph, you never listen to me. Ralph, put your newspaper down and
listen to me! Look at me, please."
"Anne, you're asking for trouble. Don't bother me right now, I'm not in
the mood," Mr. Cummings replied, his voice low~ring threateningly.
Sarah Jane had crept out ofbed and sat at the head of the stairs. Her heart
thumped against her rib cage, and she breathed only with effort. Why couldn't her
mamma just stay still when her daddy told her to? How brave did her mamma
have to be? Please, Mamma, just fix him a cocktail and come upstairs.
Mrs. Cummings walked to the bar and mixed two bourbons and ginger. "If
I can't go to the theater," she persisted, "I at least need to read about it. And it
would be nice to have women to talk to about it. The closest woman around here
is a mile up the road, and she's never been out of this god forsaken valley. She
may have read an article in Reader's Digest before her sixth child was born, but
certainly nothing since." She mixed the drinks loudly with an iced tea spoon,
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unaware that her husband had risen from his chair. "Ralph," she continued, ''you
were brought up like this by your family. There were fourteen kids to help get
things done. Your mother wasn't raised to appreciate the finer, the quality things
that my mamma ... " She spun around to finish her sentence, but was stopped by
Mr. Cummings' open hand.
Sarah ran to her room, jumped into bed and pulled the covers over her
head. Still she heard a glass break against the wall and Donny run downstairs
crying and yelling, "Daddy, Daddy, please, don't." She pulled the pillow tightly
around her ears. Grandma, why couldn't you come? God, help my mommy,
please.
The next day was busy. They had a light breakfast to save room for dinner.
Mr. Cummings left the house early to milk the cows. Sarah fed the chickens
without saying much to Raleigh. Donny fed scral?s to the pigs all day. Mrs.
Cummings didn't hum, but the radio played softly while she baked a mince meat
pie and a pumpkin pie.
When Mr. Cummings returned, Sarah churned up some of the milk for
butter while the bird went into the oven. Even little Bubba worked in the kitchen
and helped set the table. Finally, around two o'clock, everything was ready.
Sarah poured the milk without shaking the bottle so that Bubba Donnny would get
the thick, white cream from the top. Sarah hated the cream, and one good thing
about being three and a half years older than her brother was that she got to do a
few things her brother didn't know about.
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"Go upstairs and wash your hands and face, you two, and put on
something nice for dinner," Mr. Cummings said. "I'm not raising bumpkins."
When they came back down all cleaned up and dressed in last year's
Christmas clothes, the family sat down at the table and bowed their heads while
Mr. Cummings said the prayer. "Thank you, Lord, for that which we are about to
receive from thy bounty. Bless this family, guide us in thy path and be merciful
when we stray."
"Amen," everyone said.
"Before we begin, Sarah Jane and Donny, your father has an announcement
to make," said Mrs. Cummings, looking expectantly at her husband.
"I'm putting in a request to join the Army again," said Mr. Cummings as he
began sharpening the carving knife. Sarah focused on the deer antler handles of
the matching sharpener and knife. Her father

pic~ed

up the matching fork, stuck it

into the golden brown bird, and began the manly duty of carving. "Your mother
can't abide by all the chores. I'll most likely be assigned to Germany in a couple
months, so don't get too happy around here 'cause you'll be packing soon. Pass
your plates." He served the steaming slices to each plate and pulled out some
stuffing to pile on, as well, just like every Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Cummings silently uncovered bowls of mashed potatoes, brussels
sprouts, and candied yams and served first her husband, then her children, and
finally herself. The gravy boat was passed around in silence. Arms reached to the
center of the table for biscuits. Finally Donny broke the silence with, "Momma,
how come you cooked such a small turkey this year? 'Cause Grandma couldn't
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come? Will there be enough for seconds and sandwiches and soup? How come,

Mamma?"
Mrs. Cummings' eyes shot to her husband, who was spearing a slab of
breast. He dipped it in gravied potato and lifted the bite to his mouth. He lifted it
close to his face and without looking at anyone smiled, said "Thank you, God, for
Raleigh Rooster," and popped it into his mouth.
Sarah Jane stopped chewing the mouthful she'd bitten off the drumstick.
Her eyes searched the comers ofher father's mouth for the little grin that always
followed his teasing jokes. Finding nothing but a hard set of jaws moving up and
down, her gaze moved to her mother, who buttered her biscuit without looking up.
She wanted to spit out the bite in her mouth, but she'd been taught better than
that, and the mood everyone was in she didn't want to test anyone. So she quit
chewing, swallowed hard and said, "That's not

~y,

Daddy."

Mr. Cummings cut another big chunk, grinned and said, "I'm not joking.
Donny, your sow is next."
Sarah put down her fork, said "Excuse me," and without waiting to be
excused ran out the back door to the chicken coop to say sorry to Raleigh.
"Raleigh? Raleigh, where are you?'' she called. The chickens pecked at the dirt
without looking up. "Raleigh! Come here right now. Please?"
Sarah sat down in the dirt, put her head on her knees, and for the life of her
couldn't think of a thing to be glad about.
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I sit alone in the twelfth row of bleachers, seriously surveying socks.
Accustomed to moving "from pillar to post" every six months, I'm aware of the
importance of socks. Last time my dad was transferred, I showed up in school
with my socks folded down twice to the ankle, only to face the laughter of the girls
with their socks all folded once up high. This time I got them rolled all the way
down correctly before anyone noticed.
I've only been in this school a week, and although I haven't made any
friends yet, I think I've pretty well got wardrobe and hairdo down ... pageboy
fluff might not be as in with the girls as the beehive, but boys always like a girl's

hair long and down, and the plan is to attract the interest of the cutest guy in
school. Aside from the fact that the cutest guy in this school is really cute, a surefired way to get in with the kids is if the cutest guy likes you. Then the girls will
accept you, and then the other guys will, too.
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So while seriously surveying socks, I'm also searching for Marty. He's not
here yet, but all his friends are out there dancing already. They do the bop here in
San Francisco a little differently than they did in Yokohama, with more arm
motions and more of a sideways sway. It's pretty cool, though, especially the way
the kids in Marty's gang do it.
They dance with the bart chicks. The dark-haired, tougher kids are the
"harts"; the blonder jock types are the "whiteshoes." The bart chicks are definitely
the best dancers and wear their hair long and down in back, with the front and top
shorter in a bird's nest. Their skirts and sweaters are tight, and most of them wear
their boyfriends' leather jackets even when they're dancing. The ones with the
best figures all have their boyfriends' initialed pendants dangling down their
sweaters.
I know I could never get in with those kid~; I'm blond and just too applepie. But I think they're cool, and I envy the fun they have with their rhythm and
blues. I just can't see myself, with my hair in a pony tail and no leather jacket,
though, doing the dirty bop.
The girls sitting in a huddle a few rows above me are the ones I've got to
get in with. They're like the cheerleaders and student body leaders and prom
queens of the Class of '59. It's not that I like them that much, but once in their
clique, I'll have it made, be invited to parties and not feel left out.
I'm trying hard not to feel left out now. Although I've been working on it,
I still have the kind of face that shows my feelings. It's one thing to be sitting
alone at a dance, and another thing to let everyone know it bothers you. I wish
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those girls hadn't sat right above me, constantly noticing no one is sitting with me
or asking me to dance. I can hear them laughing but can't quite make out what
they're saying.
Oh no, here comes that creep in my study hall. God, please don't let him
come up here and ask me to dance. Thank you, God, for having Mr. Riordan stop
him to talk about something. Wonder if he was actually on his way up here.

That's one of the problems with sitting alone- just about anyone thinks he
can talk to you, but if you're sitting with a bunch of girls, the creeps won't come
over 'cause they won't want to get laughed at when you turn them down. The
cute guys, on the other hand, love the way the whole group quiets down as they
approach, each hoping she'll be the one he holds his hand out to.
They're playing Diana. The lights have dimmed, so I can barely see Marty
on the other side of the gym. He's moving slowly between the dancers, sidestepping the slow cha-cha moves and heading in this direction. God, he's cute!
The girls a few rows behind me are talking about him. Even though he's a
bart, there isn't a girl in school who wouldn't die to go out with him. He wears his
jeans low and has the greatest d.a. in the world. They must have named it a duck's
ass when they saw how his hair feathers together in the back. It's probably blond
under all the grease that holds the tail up in back and the top up high and swirling
down his forehead. The white T-shirt is nicely filled out for a non-athlete, and the
leather jacket he's wearing, which means he's not going with anyone, appears
larger as he nears. My heart is beating faster. Now I'm staring, but can't move
my eyes. The girls behind me have stopped talking and giggling. He's climbing
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the stairs toward us. I've got to pee. I'd give anything ifhe was corning to ask me
to dance, but hoping might jinx it. I don't know whether to move to the left or
right to let him pass on back to the constellation of stars seated above me, or just
let him find his own way around me. It doesn't matter -I'm immobile anyway. I
can't even quit staring as he reaches the sixth row. He's got blue eyes and will
start to shave soon- maybe even does now. Are my eyes bulging out? Can he see
up my skirt from there? I press my knees tighter together.
He's on the tenth row now. He doesn't smile as he extends his arm in my
direction. I inadvertently turn to the right to see who he's asking to dance.
There's no one there. The girls behind me giggle. Living rigormortis twists my
half-willing head to the left to see who he's inviting. An endless expanse of empty
bleacher stretches miles to the couple necking in the shadows. The girls behind me
laugh.
I feel my face turn red as I look back to Marty, now grinning a little, arm
still extended. But the idea of getting up only to find out he's gesturing to
someone behind me forces me to crane my neck around to make sure. The girls
crack up.
Looking back into Marty's eyes, mouth handing open, I still can't believe
he means me, and my right hand, totally disassociated from any semblance of what
was ever a brain, points to myself while, though sound sticks somewhere in my
throat, my astonished lips form a word. "Me?''
"Yeah, you. You want to dance?"
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The dimples in his smile tell me he knows I'm stunned but, he's still a little
shy about standing there with his hand outstretched while everyone laughs. I take
his hand and we descend to what seems like the bowels of the earth. I'm sure that
my socks will slip and I'll end up wedged between the fourth and fifth rows. The
girls have stopped laughing and Richie V alens is singing Donna. The lights lower
even further.
Marty has led me with a sure hand to the spot he wants to dance in, and he
turns now to face me. He's so cute I could die; my knees are quaking. He
continues to hold my right hand low while our free hands find their appropriate
spots around my waist and on his shoulder. He's exactly my height, and I've never
felt this excitement before. The smells of his leather jacket and Brillcream combine
with Valens's dreamy voice singing probably the world's slowest song, and Marty
pulls me a little closer to him. I melt into him a lit~le, putting my head stiffly on his
shoulder.
Oh, no, I forgot about this damned padded bra Mom made me wear. Jeez,
can he feel it, hard, through his leather jacket? I pull back a little and open my
eyes to focus on something so's to regain control and not take a chance ofhim
detecting my padded bra. There are those girls whispering and watching us with
envy.
Why is every good feeling mixed up with bad ones? Why can't anyone
ever just have an all-the-way good feeling? I wonder if my slip is showing.
Marty is trying to get closer again, but if I let him press my top half against
him, he'll feel the half-filled, hard-shelled cups. As I pull back, his right hand slips
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down a couple inches to the small of my back, gently pressing the lower half into
his, oh dear, half-filled, hard-shelled, whoops, feet tangle.
"Sorry."
"Sorry."
This is the longest dance in the world. We're both so nervous now that it's
not much fun anymore. He stops just before the end of the song, and silently turns
to lead me back to the bleachers. He doesn't walk me all the way back up to the
twelfth row; I'm on my own from here. But I can tell by the little squeeze as he
releases my damp hand for the first time that he'll ask me to dance again.
"Thank you," I croak. He turns in silence to wind his way back toward his
friends. Instead of climbing up into the stares of the curious clique, I head for the
water fountain before going to the girl's room to pee and hike up my slip. Sharon
Johnston, wearing the quarterback's letter-sweate~, holds her hair out ofher face
as she takes a long drink. She must've danced to Donna, too. As she straightens
up our eyes meet. She wipes the water offher chin, smiles and says, "Hi."
I approach the bathroom mirror to freshen pale-pink lipstick, comb hair
back under, and remind myself of who I am. I catch Sharon's reflection on its way
toward the mirror. It's hard to apply lipstick while looking in another direction,
but it's pale and she's asking me if I want to sit with her and her friends.
"Sure, why not?''
I try to appear casual as we cross the gym, not letting Marty know that I
notice him watching me. I chatter with Sharon as if we've been friends for quite
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some time, carefully avoiding swaying my hips from side to side as we walk. Boys
can always tell if a girl's still a virgin by the way she walks.
Surrounded now by strangers who are suddenly my friends, I mainly hope
Marty climbs the bleachers to the eighteenth row, relishes the quieting ofthe
group, and extends his hand for a fast dance. That'll clinch it. Things are
definitely looking up.
There he is, dancing with that stacked bart chick.
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July 12, 2001
Dear Mark,
I saw your picture on the Internet the other day. It makes you so much
closer to a reality than a pregnancy and delivery, guilt and stretch marks, a voice
on the phone when you turned eighteen. You're a very handsome and, from
appearances, successful man.
The way I got your Web site address was pure serendipity. University of
San Francisco gave me a packet often announcements of my graduation from their
MFAW program. A rare and precious sense of pride prompted me to mail one to
you at your old address on Olive. Perhaps the return address would lead to a
communique from you at some future time. And I've been thinking for a couple of
years that, although you didn't want to meet me the first time I called you when
you turned eighteen, now that you're nearly forty, we're peers insofar as we're
both solidly adults. I want to meet you, so I figure as long as I'm prepared to face
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rejection, I have the same right as anyone to knock on your door and shake your
hand. Of course, the fear of rejection has made me procrastinate.
When the Post Office returned the announcement stamped "Forwarding
period expired," my heart dropped. Suppose the possibility of ever meeting you
no longer existed. Could something have happened to you?
I dialed the number listed in Sun Valley, which I've dialed half a dozen
times in the past twenty years just to listen to your voice on the outgoing message
and to be reassured you were still in the area. Your voice message always said,
"Leave me a message here, or try me at my office ...." I assumed you'd never
married. Your voice on the new message gave two different office numbers and a
Web site. My hands shook as I hung up and typed in the web address. I stared at
your picture, trying to see a resemblance either to me or to your father, but I
couldn't find it. I read the page titled How to Create an Extra Hour in Your Day,
which was great, and signed up to receive your monthly newsletter. Do you ever
browse through the addresses of the recipients of your newsletter?
I'm writing you this letter are to let you know the events leading to your
conception, the circumstances around my not being able to raise you, and a little
bit about how my life has gone and what I'm up to today. And to introduce you to
my second son, your half-brother, Sanji L. My hope is that it will crack, if only
slightly, the barrier of silence between us.

When I graduated high school in 1959, my father was transferred from the
Presidio of San Francisco to Turkey to serve a two year tour of duty with the U.S.
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Army. They wanted me to spend the summer with them in Turkey, and in the fall
begin college in Switzerland, considered at that time to be a highly desirable place
for an education, with ample opportunity to meet a promising husband. But I'd
been travelling with my parents my whole life. I had no interest in marriage; my
family and I didn't get along well, and because we'd spent two years in San
Francisco- the longest time I'd ever been in one place- I felt like I had friends for
the first time. I'd applied and been accepted to U.C. Berkeley, but all my high
school friends were going to San Francisco City College, so that's where I was
determined to go.
Two days after graduation, my mom delivered me to the home in the
Marina of a teacher who was single mom to a toddler. An elderly housekeeper
stayed in the larger attic room, and I had a single bed, a desk and a dresser in the
tiny garret. I paid $15.00 a month room and board; my obligation was to baby sit
the boy when his mom went out at night and on weekends. Two days later, my
family, which consisted of Mother, Father and brother John, left the country.
I didn't get along with any of the three people I lived with in the Marina,
either. I was only happy when I was out drinking with my friends. The $100.00 a
month my parents sent was meant to cover rent, food, transportation, tuition,
books, etc. Military families don't have a real perspective on the cost of civilian
life.
I learned to hustle. A fast-talking coin trick got me lunch every day in the
school cafeteria. As long a I had an unbroken $20, the bus driver let me ride free.
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Happy Hour in reconnoitered San Francisco bars provided dinner at the hors
d'oeuvres trays and plenty of free drinks for a school girl with a fake ID.
I kept forgetting my house keys and having to sleep in unlocked cars to
avoid the wrath of an awakened household. Within six months I'd been evicted,
and took up residence at a $15.00 a week hote~ where I hustled pool at the bar
downstairs. In those days, a pool table was men's territory, and being beat by a
woman was humiliating. To some, having to pay for the humiliation was double
jeopardy, so I was often stiffed for my winnings.
The residential hotel had a community kitchen. Most days I'd bum a dime
from someone, buy an onion for a nickel and a potato for a nickel, beg a hunk of
suet from the butcher, fry out the suet for grease, fry up the potato and onion for
dinner and raid the community refrigerator when the bar closed at 2 am. I got so
far behind on the rent at the Cable Car Hotel that I couldn't leave.
The nasty manager was beginning to make overtures, so when my
boyfriend, Butch Hallinan, offered to bail me out, I accepted. Twenty years later, I
sent Butch a check for the $350.00, but he returned it with a note "the statute of
limitations having expired .... "
Butch moved me into a decent apartment. He and I were on again, off
again. I quit trying to limp through college (I'd taken three consecutive leaves of
absence) and took a receptionist job at a construction company in the Tobart
Building on Market Street. The beautiful red-headed receptionist spent most of
the day either at the hair salon, nail shop, or in the boss's office. Her clothes were
expensive and tasteful, and she went sailing with the boss and his wife on the
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weekends. That job didn't last long. I arrived late to work, late from lunch. I
drank lunch; I ate dinner at Happy Hour after work.
I discovered my parents' house on Mt. Davidson was vacant. My girlfriend
Merle and I moved into it and threw parties almost every night. We destroyed it,
really. The rope banister was tom from the wall; shelves in the wine cellar were
burnt for firewood; wall to wall carpets were stained with spilled drinks, thrown
birthday cake, whatever. While living here, Merle and I had a falling out which
lasted for many years.
I had been out drinking one night with my "Big Brother," Tom O'Niel. It
was raining, and he parked on a hill. I was too drunk to walk, so he threw me over
his shoulder to carry me into the party. He was a huge guy, but as he tossed me

over his shoulder like a potato sack, he lost his footing on the wet sidewalk, and I
went flying face-first onto the uphill slope. When I_ looked in the mirror I saw the
huge hole a front tooth had once occupied, and flipped out. Grabbing the first
weapon of destruction I could find, an axe, I ran down the hall toward the cluster
ofyoung men listening to Tom's story, hauled off and struck him in the shoulder
with all my might yelling, "Look at me! I used to be almost pretty!!" Luckily, it
was the blunt edge of the axe. I was screaming so loudly that to prevent police
intervention, one of the guests laid me down on the living room couch and tried to
settle me down by slapping my face. Maybe it was a technique he'd seen in the
movies, but the more he slapped me the more I screamed, and he got into it with a
vengeance. I was yelling for help, but no one knew what to do. I must have
passed out; Tom must have carried me home.
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The next morning I had a date with Butch. We'd been separated for a
while, and this was to be a make-up date. When Merle came upstairs to tell me
he'd arrived, I took a look in the mirror and freaked. My beehive looked like the
rats' nests in which women were reported to be fatally harboring black widow
spiders. My eyes were red from scotch, black and blue from being smacked, and
swollen nearly shut from crying. My head felt like it was being run through by a
train; my cheeks were red and swollen like a cartoon toothache, and I was missing
three quarters of a front tooth. I couldn't possibly face Butch in my condition. He
was an understanding guy. After all, when I'd gotten my driver's license at age
nineteen by raising my right hand and swearing into the disbelieving face of the
DMV employee that yes, all the information herein contained, including that I was
twenty one, was true, Butch had taught me how to drive on his '59 Porsche
Speedster. He let me take the test in it, then loaned_it to me three nights in a row.
The first night I got three tickets and handed them over to him the next day to take
care of. The second night I got two flat tires on the wrong side of town, drove
back on the rims, and gave it back to him to fix. The third night I wrecked it
entirely. I had parked badly on a steep hill. A Chinese man gesticulated that I was
on the curb, so I took off the hand brake, took my foot off the brake and rolled
forward off the curb. I made the effort to step on the brake again, but my pointy
1961 high heel was stuck in a hole ofthe 1959 woven rubber floor mat, not to be
wrenched out as the car picked up speed down hill, crossed an intersection, my
panic accelerating as cars veered to miss me. I crashed into a parked car to avoid
picking up more speed on the next hill. Drunk, shaken, scared, but mercifully
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unharmed, I removed my shoes, backed up slowly, drove home, and returned the
car to Butch the next day. When a few days later he offered the keys to his new
English racing green Jaguar, I said, "Are you crazy?''
When Butch came to fetch me that day, I hid in the closet of my folks'
bedroom and begged Merle to tell him I wasn't home. She invited him in, had an
interminably long talk with him, and finally sent him upstairs. When he saw me
crouched like a frightened animal among clothes piled on the floor, his expression
was of pity and disgust. I sent him away. He sent me to the family dentist for a
cap, after which I broke up with him again. I've never quite forgiven Merle for
that betrayal.
My parents returned from Turkey to their ruined house on the morning of
another hangover. For the next couple of months we fought. My mother tried
physically to throw me out when she heard at her b~dge club that I'd been sleeping
with Patrick Hallinan. I accused them all of being jealous that the eldest son of
attorney Vincent Hallinan, who had run for President in 1956 on the Progressive
Party ticket and who was famous for successfully defending Labor leader Harry
Bridges, wasn't sleeping with their daughters. She said he was just using me - that
his family were millionaires, and sons of millionaires didn't marry middle class
tramps. We fought like beasts, she with a pair of scissors threatening my hair, me
with my foot at the door frame and her hair in both fists, refusing to be put out.
My victory was brief.
I moved in with Merle and her mother, who was in the last stages of going
insane. Merle escaped to New York, leaving me alone with her mother, who
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would get up intermittently throughout the night to wander the house and wash a
dish or two. When I came home at 2 am she would stand in the hall, lift her skirt,
point at me, laugh hysterically and pee on the floor. I remember brushing my teeth
over the bathroom sink one day, looking in the mirror and praying to the god of
my mother, whom I'd rejected years before for unfairness and neglect, to please,
some day let me find a little peace of mind. It would be decades before that prayer
was answered.
These were the conditions under which I was living when Joanne Pomeranz
and I met the man who was to become your biological father.
Joanne was my primary drinking buddy. Considered unattractive by some,
she had big, round eyes narrowly set in a big, round face bristling with chin and
upper lip hairs. She wore her hair short and curly when long and straight was in
vogue; she was short, muscular, and had a deep,

~culine

voice. Her popularity

stemmed from her bodacious personality- bold, bawdy, with a seemingly limitless
vocabulary and a reckless sense ofhumor. Joanne and I pulled endless capers
together, often nearly getting caught, but rarely getting caught. Well, except the
time the headlines in the Chronicle read Coeds Face Judge Underwood on Grand
Theft Charges in Monkey Island Case. Joanne and I and two other sorority
pledges served six months probation for cruelty to animals when a spider monkey
we'd attempted to borrow from Fleishacker Zoo died. But that was the exception
that confirmed the rule that we rarely get caught.
Joanne and I had a favorite game we called pulling Eat & Runs. We'd get
decked out, go to a good restaurant, order dinner, drink the correct thing at the
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right time - cocktails, wine, cognac with coffee while deciding on desert. At the
opportune moment (timing is everything), Joanne and I would break into a
modulated version of Just Walk on By, Wait on the Corner, nearly peeing our
pantyhose laughing so hard, "I love you but we're strangers when we meet." She
was the real talker, so I'd always leave first and wait in a prearranged location
around the comer. Sometimes I feared the proprietors had called the police when
she said she was waiting for me to return with the money to pay, but one way or
another, we got away with it every time. I had no idea 'til I became a cocktail
waitress a few years later that the server had to pay the bill; we thought we were
getting over on the rich owners.
It was after one of these E & Rs around Montgomery Street, pulling Drink

& Runs with our fake IDs, that we met the film editor and his assistant, Walter
Mulconnery, who were in San Francisco with a

sne~

preview of Where the Boys

Are. We drank and laughed with them, rather impressed with being in the
company of film makers. They invited us to join them for a late dinner at their
hote~

the Mark Hopkins, and although we'd already eaten, we were never inclined

to turn down free drinks or free grub. The camera girl took pictures of us looking
like two couples, though we weren't. Conversation about Hollywood and movies,
as well as several bottles of champagne, kept the party going until well after
midnight, when we were tucked into separate cabs and sent on our way.
A week later I got a call at work from Walter. "I'm in New York with the
picture. I could get a flight back to L.A. tonight with a layover in San Francisco if
you and Joanne would like to meet me at the airport for drinks and laughs."
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Drinks and laughs were exactly what Joanne and I were about. By 9:30 we were
at SFO waiting for Walter's flight to arrive from New York.
We drank, ate, and laughed with him until his connecting flight left at 1:30.
We spent the next hour in the coffee shop, drunk, plotting our escape from S.F. to
L.A. At about 3:30 we spent an hour at Merle's house packing the best dresses
we could find. That most ofthem Merle had bought in Europe on her graduation
vacation the year before just made them more desirable. At 8:00A.M., Joanne
called my job and told them I needed an emergency leave of absence to attend a
critically ill uncle in L.A. I told the same story to her boss. At ten o'clock we
were at the bank withdrawing my $235.00 savings, and by eleven we were flying
south.
When we landed at LAX, we called Walter at MGM Studios to come get
us. He checked us into a cheap motel in Culver City and told us he'd see us the
next day. Joanne called her mother, her voice even deeper than usual, "Mom, how
ya doin'? What do you mean where the hell am I? I'm in L.A. with Carol. Naw,
Ma, work knows where I am. I'm gonna spend some time down here. Get my
money out of the bank and send it and some clothes down here."
I went out to get a soda from the vending machine, and when I got back
she was sitting stupefied on the edge ofthe bed. "What'd she say?'' I asked.
"Get your ass on the first plane back here or I'll call the cops to go and get
you."
"So what are you going to do?"
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"Give me a few days. I'll work it out." She took my last few dollars, two
of Merle's dresses, and flew back to get her money and her stuff. That was the
last I ever heard from Joanne Pomeranz.
There hadn't been a major chemical attraction between me and Walter up
until then. He was handsome in a mature, rugged, thirty-something way, but it had
been about the dynamic among the three of us- about drinking and laughing and
telling stories. When he picked me up that night, penniless and alone, everything
changed.
We spent nights together in that motel for about a week. He drove me
around the city showing me the sights. He drove over the hills and showed me
Warner Brothers Studios. He drove me past his sister's house, where he said he
lived, and past a neighboring house where he said his ex wife and six year old son
lived. A nice, well-maintained suburban house with_a mowed lawn in front and
rose bushes. I was intrigued by the movie studios. Growing up I'd fantasized
about being a movie star. I especially wanted to play the bad girl roles. I felt that
I really was a bad girl in perfect disguise as the blond, blue-eyed, freckle-faced girl
next door. I'd been beaten and told I was bad on a daily basis by both my parents,
and lead roles in school plays had proven I had an untapped well of emotions
under the benign exterior. Sitting next to this exciting near-stranger in the driver's
seat, I began to formulate a future for myself
Walter rented an apartment on Harvard Street, a block or two east of
Western between Hollywood Blvd. and Fountain. He came over after work and
took me to dinner and we made love. I'd only been with Butch and a couple of
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guys at San Francisco City College. Walter was much more experienced than they
had been, and he had my head in a spin. He told me he had to go back to his
sister's in Burbank to sleep. He'd pick me up in the morning and lend me his car
for the day so that I could look for a job. I drove out to the beach with the top
down, and I'll never forget the feeling of exhilaration racing the little sports car up
Pacific Coast Highway, my hair nearly blinding me in the wind. I felt truly free for
the first time in my life.
I landed a job for minimum wage as a roving whatever-they-needed at
Liberty Records. I was sent from department to department doing overflow
typing, filing, etc. The dress code required black skirt or slacks and a white blouse
or shirt, which I rinsed out in the sink at night after Walter left; I had no iron. On
nights when he didn't come over, I played pool a few blocks away at Hollywood
Billiards, the oldest pool hall in Hollywood. One wt:ekend he took me to watch
Paul Newman, Steve McQueen, and other great formula car drivers race. He said
he raced, and although I never got to see him do it, he was very knowledgeable
about the sport.
I didn't get close to anyone at work, but in the laundry room of the
apartment building, a young man named Robert Shawn and I started talking. He
had just moved to Hollywood from Pennsylvania to seek fame and fortune as an
actor while supporting himself as a hair dresser. He'd trim my shoulder length
hair, wrap it around big rollers, and stick my head in a clothes dryer. We confided
secrets to each other- he that he was gay, I that I'd run away and was having an
affair with an older man- which made us best friends. Bobby went to acting
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classes. I cued him while he memorized his lines for two-character scenes. We
went to see West Side Story when it opened at Groman's Chinese Theater, and on
the way home sang the songs, dancing and leaping, all the way down Hollywood
Boulevard. He convinced me I had a Marylin Monroe quality, that I could get
somewhere as an actress. I tried for the next twenty years but only worked in two
feature films, a few plays, and a couple of commercials.
When I missed my period, I confided in Bobby. He was excited, since he
didn't plan to have any children of his own, but I remembered the name of the
chiropractor in Beverly Hills to whom the Hallinans sent the girlfriends of their six
sons when they got pregnant- Dr. William 0. Gamble. Dr. Gamble confirmed I
was pregnant and told me he would perform an abortion for $500.00. That night I
told Walter I was pregnant. His response was, "Is he crazy? $500 is much too
much money. I can get it done cheaper than that."

~never

saw him again. He

never called. When I reached him at work, he'd put me off, saying he was
''working on it."
I hadn't spoken to a soul in San Francisco since I'd left three or four
months earlier. I called my father with a cock 'n bull story about needing $500 to
go to Cuba to fight in the revolution or something. He essentially told me to go fly
a kite.

Bobby cried when I told him I wanted to go horseback riding in Griffith
Park. He said he'd help me raise the baby, that we could be a family. The very
word "family" freaked me out, since I had no positive image of a family. My
family had been a swirling cesspool of incest, alcoholism, domestic violence, child
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abuse of every kind. An emotional and physical hurricane whirling around the
globe. I had no picture that I could live with of family. And so in tears we
whipped our rented horses over rugged terrain - in vain.
I called in sick, borrowed Bobby's car, and drove over Laurel Canyon to
the Valley in the direction of where Walter had once driven to show me his tur£ I
had no plan; I was moving in despair. The car turned seemingly on automatic
pilot, and miraculously found its way to the very block of his wife's house. A
young boy walked in that direction, a book pack on his back. I pulled over slowly
and rolled down the window. "Are you Walter Mulconnery's son?'' I asked. He
cautiously nodded yes. "Do you want a ride home?'' He shook his head. I
realized I was frightening him and drove on past the house. It wasn't difficult to
find his sister's house from there. I parked and knocked on the door, rang the bell.
I had the sense somebody was home, but no one c~e to the door. I drove a few
blocks, parked, and fell asleep across the front seat.
I was awakened much later by a woman with dark hair in big rollers who
knocked and indicated I should roll down the window. I knew instinctively who
she was. She introduced herself as Walter's wife, the woman she was with as his
sister. She said Walter had told her all about me, shown her the picture taken at
the Mark Hopkins. She said they were very much married, had four children and
lived on welfare. They had neither money nor intention to help me in any way.
And that I should stay far away from her house and her children. I had no reply.
I never returned to Liberty Records. I moved to a room in a house on
Sunset Strip and got a job as coat check and cigarette girl at Ciro's with my fake
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I.D. The owner, Frank Sennes, offered me an elegant apartment in the art deco
building he owned next door, but I

declined. He took me into the old Le Crazy

Horse Saloon, a night club long closed but still set up with leather booths, grand
hardwood stage, and the ghosts of all the movie stars who had ever spent sparkling
evenings there. I lived in denial and fantasy while Frank told endless stories of
Hollywood's heydays and we drank good scotch from glasses that had been kissed
by Humphrey Bogart and Carole Lombard.
One night, I asked for Saturday night off to celebrate my birthday. Mr.
Sennes, in his gravelly voice, said, "You're turning twenty one, aren't you?''
When I admitted the truth, he continued, "The only place to spend your twenty
first birthday is in Las Vegas. My brother Rocky runs the shows at the biggest
casinos. Why don't you let me take you for your birthday?"
''No strings?''
"You do what you want to do."
On June 5, 1962, with you growing inside me but not showing yet, I sat for
hours at a blackjack table with a bet on the table, cards in front of me, a drink in
one hand, a cigarette in the other, repeatedly asking the dealer what time it was.
Finally, as he dealt me a blackjack, he said, "It's midnight. Happy birthday; you're
twenty one, aren't you?'' Mark, that's what my life looked like for the next twenty
five years - luck, escape, denial, solitude in a crowd, adventure my constant
companions. I enjoyed knowing that I was spending my twenty first birthday
doing everything I thought everyone else would want to do for theirs, but it took
effort to erase from the picture that not only was I not with someone really special,
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but, on the contrary, someone with whom I was ashamed to be seen and would
have to ward off later. For the moment, though, the picture was perfect, and I was
a disciple of immediate gratification.
Not long after returning to Hollywood, I lost my job. Mr. Sennes got tired
ofbeing put off. Time was running out to raise the money for an abortion. I took
jobs as a cocktail waitress in the strip clubs on Sunset Strip: the Largo, the Body
Shop, the Pink Pussy Cat. I made the most money at the Pink, where we wore
black mesh stockings with three inch high heels, and leotards with pink marabou
boas wrapped around our hips and hanging behind as a tail, with pink turkey
feather "ears" stuck in our hair. There was a live combo, and dancers used names
like Sammy Davis, Georgia Sands, Bridgette Marlow, and Fran Sinatra. Fran
Sinatra was my favorite, with her auburn hair turned under like Rita Hayworth and
fresh, all-American beauty. She would slowly rt?move opera length white satin
gloves, a black satin evening gown, dangle a black peau de soie high-heeled slipper
from a toe while rhythmically rocking in her only prop - a wooden rocking chair and slowly, one outstretched leg at a time, slip off black silk stockings. Men and
their dates both sat entranced as she finally slipped out of delicate black lace
lingerie. I thought she was the epitome of class.
I spent more and more time in the bathroom with my head in the toilet. My
boss and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Schiller, went fishing quite often, and stored their
catch in the ice machine. Sometimes the club lost electricity long enough to spoil
the fish, which would in turn spoil the ice, which didn't help my condition. You
were starting to show in the leotard, and when I emerged greenish from a twenty
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minute break in the women's room, my boss would shove his cigar stub into a
comer of his mouth and say, "When're you and that Frenchman going to get
married?''
I had met an exchange student from France who was studying chiropractic
in Glendale and socializing with his countrymen at a Cafe Firenze on the Strip near
where I lived. He was doing some TV acting, dating wives of actors like James
Coburn under the guise of giving French lessons. I would never let anyone into
my messy room, so the first time we had the opportunity to spend the night
together was when he took me to a shanty on the beach at the base of Topanga
Canyon rented by a friend ofhis. After we made love he said, "Why did you not
make me stop? Are you not afraid to get pregnant?"
I said, ''No."
"Why not?''
"Because I already am pregnant."
Tears ran down his face. He said, "You do not plan to keep it, do you?'' I
had to face the fact that it was too late to terminate the pregnancy, but the reality
of a child coming out of my body had not sunk in until that moment.
One of Jacques' French friends was dating a woman named Lisa Vogle, a
German woman who lived in a big house in one of the canyons with her husband, a
German surgeon. Lisa's hairdresser had confided to her how badly she and her
husband wanted a child, but at that time the licensed agencies required that an
adopting mother stay home with the baby for a least six months before returning to
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work. She was reluctant to do so, for fear she'd lose the clientele she'd built. She
was looking for a private adoption.
Mark, I had no family, no way of taking care of a child by myself, no job
skills to speak ofbeyond filing and serving drinks. The idea that I was an alcoholic
did not occur to me, but I knew I drank- all the time. I thought I was crazy. I
thought I was in love with Jacques. I was scared. Jacques would have left me. I
would have been entirely alone. I certainly did not think I could do you any good.
I met your parents at Lisa's house; they seemed very nice. Your
prospective father coached little league. They both worked and seemed stable.
They were Lutheran, if memory serves, the religion I'd been raised in. They said
they planned to tell you that you were adopted when you turned eighteen. It was a
surreal interview. They would pay medical and hospital expenses. Lisa's husband
would be the doc. I was pressured to agree to tpe arrangement.
Jacques and I lived together in an apartment in Glendale. His parents sent

him money each month, which he'd spend throwing a grand party for his friends.
He taught me how to cook pot roast. I quit smoking, drank very little, took
vitamins. Jacques took walks with me at night, rubbed my bulging belly and spoke
to you in French. I couldn't decide if I would name you Mark or Steven if you
were mine. We loved you. My mind set was that although I was not to be your
mother, I was the vehicle for your deliverance in this world, and I was determined
to do my job the very best I could.
Three nights a week, Jacques drove me to Hollywood where I worked in a
night club called Slate Brothers, on La Cienega Boulevard. Jack Jones, Damita Jo,
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Don Rickles were a few of the headliners. Jacques had begun an affair with one of
the artists, Ann Richards, while I carried fifteen-pound trays of cocktails in high
heels six hours a night, eight months pregnant. I worked with a woman named Jill,
who became my best friend until her death twenty years later. Jill and I climbed to
the roof of the Sunset Marquis and changed the marquee to read Ann Bitchards.
Christmas was pathetic. Jacques stayed out all night a week before you
were due. He came home with lipstick on his collar and smelling of perfume and
sex. I closed myself in the closet and cried for seven, eight hours solid, sobs like
the rumblings from the core of the earth, my stomach heaving and contracting and
ripping into a wide web of stretch marks. Perhaps I blamed him for the loss I was
about to face. I cried for the whole week before I went into labor.
The doctor was at a New Year's Eve party. Queen of Angels hospital
must have been staffed by substitutes, for

servic~

was really bad. I was in labor for

hours. I had instructed the doctor that I didn't want an epesiotomy or a spinal
block; I only wanted a natural delivery. But the doc was late. I didn't really want
to let you go, for I'd grown to love you as you turned and kicked around inside
me. They had my legs in stirrups and my arms restrained. I was screaming bloody
murder, screaming for my mommy and for God to take me and for the goddamn
doctor to get there. I screamed for medication, but they'd miscalculated the
dilations and wouldn't give me anything. At one point I got my arm out of the
strap and reached down and pushed your head back in. Not to lose you? To await
the doctor? To ease the pain?
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Finally, the doctor arrived, drunk, and gave me a spinal and an episiotomy
and pulled you out. I vaguely remember coming out of sedation for a second when
you cried, and seeing you dangling upside down by both feet from one gloved hand
of the good doctor. Then everything went white again.
I woke up in a private room on the fourth floor - well away from the
maternity ward. An old nurse or orderly came fussing around. When said I
needed help to the bathroom, she yanked me out of bed as if I were some sort of
animal or criminal. I bled buckets on the floor, and she quickly put me back to
bed, mopped the floor, and left me there for a very long time. Finally, Lisa came
to visit. She stayed about twenty minutes, never mentioned you at all. No one
did. It was as if you had never existed.
I needed to know if you were born whole, that you had ten fingers and ten
toes and were all right, if the Ruffs were please, _and if they loved you. But they
didn't call, and I didn't know. Next day, Lisa came again and said you were fine,
your parents were very happy with their son, whom they had named Mark Steven.
I said I thought they could at least call to say thank you. Today I realize I'm the
one who owes thanks to them.
Later that night the old head nun stood in the doorway and introduced
herself. "Carol," she said, "I never do this, but I felt compelled to tell you that
you've given birth to the most beautiful baby I've ever seen born in this hospital."
Finally, I could sleep through the night.
I guess I fell into what today would be considered postpartum depression.
Milk had first filled my breasts to bursting; medication had then dried them limp
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and lifeless. Vanity, thy name is Carol. I decided to move back to Hollywood and
rented a four room courtyard apartment near the Pink Pussy Cat. It was shabbily
furnished, dark and gloomy. Including gas, the rent was $75.00 a month. I
couldn't yet afford electricity. Jacques was supposed to stay with me the night I
moved in, but he didn't show up. I waited alone in the dark living room all night.
He arrived around noon the next day. We walked without speaking up to
Sunset for brunch. We ate in silence. Finally, I asked him where he'd been, but he
said it was none of my business. I said, "Jacques, I think you owe me an
explanation."
"Carol," he answered, "I don't think we owe each other anything."
Something inside me snapped and died. I walked out in a trance. Next
door was an abandoned building which had once been the Normandy Village
Apartments. I found some way into the place, picking up a two by four on my
way, and proceeded to bash out all the windows, screaming at the top of my lungs.
It's a miracle I still have sight in both eyes, and that the police didn't arrive.
Jacques waited outside until the storm subsided. He walked home with me
in silence. I picked up a big, forked tree branch and tapped the pronged end on the
ground in front of me like a blind person. Indeed I was blind, for I saw nothing but
the branch before me. I stepped off curbs into oncoming traffic, oblivious to cars
screeching and swerving to avoid hitting me. Jacques guided me back to the
apartment.
When he left, I locked the doors and windows and closed the curtains tight.
I took the biggest, sharpest knife I could find in the kitchen drawers, turned up the
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gas in the furnace, stove burners and oven, blew out the pilot lights, took all the
aspirins in the cabinet and lay down with the knife under the pillow in case Jacques
showed up before I died.
Hours later, he must have been banging a long time when I finally came
halfWay out of my stupor. I stumbled to the door and opened it. He followed me
to the kitchen, watched me silently search through drawers. I remembered I
needed to kill him, but forgot I'd taken the knife, so I took the next best thing, a
long cooking fork, and held it above my head like a knife. He turned and ran for
the door, but I plunged the fork as deeply as I could - about a quarter to half an
inch - into his back before he could escape.
Soon afterwards, I went to Bob Shawn's shop and let him bleach my hair
Marilyn Monroe blond. He had tried to get me to let him bleach it when we were
hanging out together, and as he looked at the n~w me, he said, "You look
fabulous! Why did you finally decide to let me do it?" Coldly, I answered,
"Because I'm going to kill myself, and I want to be a blond corpse." It devastated
him, but what he could do?

I made a couple more futile attempts to kill myself during the year before
signing the final papers for your adoption. There were many more attempts
afterwards. I never saw Walter again, but once a friend of mine who ran a motion
picture studio prodded me to tell him the story of my stretch marks. We were in
the sort of intimate situation in which one asks very personal questions and another
answers with unaccustomed honesty. After I told him the story, he asked your
birth father's name. When I told him, he repeated it solemnly, saying, "He'll never
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work in this town again." I just thought, at the time, that it was an expression of
unconditional acceptance of me as a person - a statement that shifted my selfcondemnation to give a portion of the responsibility to your biological father.
Oddly enough, I didn't see Walter's name in the credits of any film for at least
fifteen years until one night, alone in the darkness of a Westwood theater, I
watched the credits run at the end of Flash Dance and there he was - film editor.
When you turned eighteen, I called to let you know how to get in touch
with me if you ever wanted to meet me. By the time I turned forty, you still
hadn't. I called to see if you wanted to come to the fortieth birthday party a
producer friend of mine was letting me throw at his home in Franklin Canyon.
There was to be a terrific rock and roll band; all my friends would be there. I lived
in a great deal of shame, Mark, but I thought you might be impressed with the
house, the music, the quality of the drugs and liquor, the liveliness and
attractiveness of my friends. But you said, "Hold on a second," and put your
father on the phone.
"Hello, Larry," I said. "Why am I talking to you instead ofto Mark?"
"Because Mark doesn't want to talk to you, Carol."
"Oh. Okay, well, I wasn't trying to break into his life or anything, I was
just inviting him to my birthday party. It's going to be a great party; I thought
maybe he'd like to come with some friends, say hi, leave when he wanted."
"Thanks, Carol, but he doesn't want to."
Your aunt called during the holiday season that year. She said she thought
I might like to know something about you; boy, was she right. She told me you
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were a tennis player and a saxophone player, that you were in upstate New York
with your band playing a winter break gig, that you were studying accounting to
join your dad's CPA firm, that your family had recently bought ten acres in Sun
Valley, and that you had been a son to her, as well, since she'd never had children.
She assured me you were well loved and that you'd brought untold sunshine into
their lives.
I've left you alone since then. I cleaned up my act ten years ago, went
back to school and became a teacher. I have thought often of sending you my new
address should you ever change your mind about meeting. I never married, but I
had another son, Sanji, your half brother, who I raised alone. His father is a junky;
he has little contact with his paternal grandparents, and his maternal grandparents
are dead, so he has hardly any family at all. I'd love to see you two meet. As I
said, at times I feel like just going down there and knocking on your door, but fear
has thus far prevented me from acting on that impulse.
My mom passed away four years ago in the cooperative apartment I
inherited and now occupy in San Francisco. She always considered you her first
grand child, Sanji her second. My brother's three children in Ithaca, New Y_ork,
she considered her third, fourth and fifth: Roland, twenty eight; Alita, twenty five,
and Sandon, still in high school. Mom died regretting never having known you. I
pray I don't.
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A- ?tAU Pvt tiU /{ive.r is dedicated to my son Sanj~
from Ocean to Moon
from Star to Heaven to Star
from Sun to River

and to the Pagans, who opened their hearts to a stranger.
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It would be impossible to single out a precise moment for the conception of
my son, Sanji, for ideas are conceived long before consciousness names them. I
never wanted to marry; the thought of having a child only lasted until sixth grade,
when a secret of three years duration faded like an overexposed photograph. At
eight, as I roamed the woods of Gennany alone while other Army daughters
played with dolls, I dreamed of having one child, a girl. If she were beautiful I'd
name her Lorna, for Lorna Doone, if she were plain I'd call her Jane, and if she
were ugly I'd smash her head against the toilet and-flush her down. No husband
was present in this dream, no father whose scotch breath would precede his dark,
looming shadow into her room, forcing her, in fear, to feign sleep until it was over
and he had left. No brother to envy for receiving all her mother's love. After
eighth grade, when I first called to my IDamma from the red-stained bathroom,
when she told me about babies and told her friends the trouble was about to begin,
I never again thought ofbabies, and seldom about the future.
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Cacao, 1968
My best :friend Jill was the only single parent I knew in the mid sixties.
Her daughter Lisa was with us in Puerto Rico, where we'd gont?. to recuperate
from the ravages of Woodstock. I left them alone, much of the time, to pursue
I

solitary explorations. Thus they remained in· the small frame house ofthe Pagans
in the subtropical rainforest at the center of the island, while I followed the sound
of a river to its be~ where the steamy scent of tropical flora, mingled with mineral~
rich rain and dew, evaporated from thick green taro leaves and pale ferns.

..

Lifting my dress up to the bikini bottom and stepping gingerly into the
swiftly flowing current, I waded through knee-deep water over amber and sepia
stones the shape of flattened eggs, their smooth coolness blessing my bare feet,
until, suddenly, the bottom fell out, plunging me into a pool deep and fast-running
enough to swim in. Removing the Oaxacan tunic ballooning around my head, I
swam like a mouse in a treadmm, stroking like mad and going nowhere.
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The sensuous river tugged at my crocheted bikini as I was forced to stroke
evenly against the current to keep from either kicking boulders behind or smacking
rocks ahead. My limbs were long, strong, tanned. I was twenty eight and felt
intensely in tune with nature until the exertion made my heart beat faster, breath
shorten; a mild form of panic set in, a sense that someone was watching, was
following and chasing me. Breaking stroke, I pulled myself out of the water to flop
upon one of the big, flat boulders along the bank.
As my heart regained its rhythm, the rock, still warm from the afternoon
sun, radiated into my back a soothing, hypnotic heat. White puffs of clouds
crossed the steep narrow canyon as thought fragments flitted through my drowsy
brain: Hollywood neon; Woodstock stench; my mother's voice whispering from a
doorway, "Sweet dreams, Pinky, I love you. If you need me, call me, I'm always
here." I hadn't spoken to my mother for years, .but she was always with me,
nevertheless. We didn't see eye to eye on anything; we fought about everything. I
resented what I still considered her martyr histrionics, when her face contorted into
tears every few seconds as she described the abuses ofher husband, my father, for
the umpteenth time. I was a prisoner, forced to listen, incapable of saying, "You
were supposed to protect me from him," afraid she wouldn't believe, couldn't hear
or didn't care about the abuses her daughter endured under those same hands.
Such was the fear which had haunted me since my childhood. I could
never jog or run because I'd invariably panic, think someone was chasing me, that
there was something that must be gotten away from, and usually thoughts of my
mother followed. I had always just quit running, but for some reason this time,
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feeling peculiarly safe there, I decided to face the fear, to try again the place in the
river that was a watery treadmill.
I rolled off the rock and began swimming hard, staying in the deep center
of the pool. This time, the area seemed larger, and I had no trouble finding a
pattern of breathing which matched the strokes. I felt something in me align,
physically and mentally, with the rushing river. I swam long and hard, with an
unprecedented strength and calmness. Finally emerging onto the rocks, I had the
distinct sense that something profound had moved in me, and that this was the
beginning of a new chapter in my life. A peaceful afternoon hush covered the
canyon as I lay back and let thoughts again float freely, without fear, cloud-like
through my mind, drifting between dream and memory.

Less than two weeks before, Bob Dylan had been scheduled to perform at
Woodstock, but had cancelled when his son broke his leg in a bicycle accident.
Following the festival, Jill and I had accepted from her friend Ray an invitation to
relax and recover in Puerto Rico while he conducted some real estate business
there. The plan had been to be tan and rested for Dylan's Isle of White concert,
but that's not how things were destined to unfold. "The best laid plans of mice and
men," my mamma used to say, or "Man proposes and God disposes." Strange, I
thought, how she always used to tell me I had to find a goa~ a direction in life,
marry and settle down and give her grandchildren, yet in the same breath profess

the futility of planning, the fickleness of men and the oppressiveness of a bad
marriage. She said I "burned the candle at both ends." I just wanted to be free.
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Jill and I had checked into an older, twenty-room hotel on the less crowded
end of the tourist beach in Old San Juan. We'd crashed on the beach the first
couple of days, dreaming about the madness at Woodstock, while Ray looked at
new condos and inspected those he already owned. Then we began to explore the
island to see what kind of trouble we could get into. The casinos were full ofNew
Yorkers, which was fun to a point, but the people we were most attracted to were
a group oflong-haired young Puerto Rican men who dressed only in white and did
yoga on the beach. Luckily, we'd picked up some Spanish on the beaches of
Mexico.
An outgoing girl in her twenties, Jill had been studying acting in New York
for a couple of years and could easily move from sophisticate to hippie in a turn of
her long, straight blond hair. Evenings we dressed up and took Lisa to join Ray
for an elegant business dinner; by day we explored the back roads and poor
residential sections of Old San Juan listening to Rubber Soul with our new friends.
Jill immediately fell in love with a popular and talented young local artist named Eli
Nunez, with wild curly hair and an intense involvement in the political movement
to free Puerto Rico from her bondage to the U.S. Watching him work on
lithographs in his studio kept us enthralled for hours at a time. Eli's young friend
Esteban Antomarchi intrigued me, partly because of his exquisite, Jesus-like
beauty, and partly because of his spiritual nature. He'd been born in PR, raised in
Brooklyn until high school, then moved with his mom and little sister back to the
island. Although he knew English well, he rarely spoke, even in Spanish. He
seemed always to be in a state of meditative bliss, alert, usually smiling.
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Sometimes, in deep thought, he'd pull slightly on the thin mustache and beard
which framed his delicate features. Stevie and I gravitated to each other even
though he was not yet sixteen, and I was nearly thirty.
One day while at Eli's studio, we were all invited up to Cacao by Eli's
friend Rachi Pagan, whose family was one of seventeen families who populated a
tiny valley in the center of the island, coffee country. He and Stevie wanted to go
on from there the following day to the top ofthe second tallest mountain on the
island to seek a transcendent experience under the influence of mescaline. I had a
few tabs left over from Woodstock, and we decided to join them. Next morning
we were ready at daybreak, little Lisa in tow.
With windows of the tiny bus open wide, we enjoyed feeling the city
receding and the subtropical jungle becoming denser. The steamy aroma of ginger
and fallen breadfruit and rotting, mushroom filled logs filled the air with promise
that we were leaving civilization to enter Eden. The driver honked his hom before
slowly venturing around rock outcroppings along the narrow, winding road. Wind
blew our hair back, and fellow passengers smiled with a disarming innocence and
openness. I felt at home in a way I seldom did in my own house in Hollywood.
The subtropical rain forest had grown dense when, an hour and a half later,
we arrived at the stop for Rachi's house, piled out and crossed the road. All five
of us crowded into the only store for miles, which, Rachi explained, was where
folks walked down from the hills to wait for the bus to the neighboring town of
Ciales, or when they needed a tin of condensed milk, a sack of rice, a can of
kerosene or to pick up a package dropped there by the postman. We bought sodas
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and beer, stepping around children playing on the concrete floor and chickens
pecking in the dirt outside the door, and proceeded down an unpaved road two or
three miles to Rachi's folks'.
On the big open front porch of the unpainted wood house of the Pagans, a
very old man sat erect in a straight-backed chair, smoking a cigar and watching the
afternoon fog roll over the verdant hills closely surrounding his nine-acre farm.

"Como esta, Papa?" Rachi greeted his grandfather, a hearty man of ninety-five
who still wore the rubber knee-boots, loose khaki pants, faded blue work shirt and
Panama hat he'd worked in all day tending the coffee beans ofhis.finca, or small
plantation.

"Bien, bien, todo esta bien," he greeted us warmly, pleasantly surprised by
our arrival. Looking around I could understand why - there wasn't a telephone
pole or wire to be seen anywhere. After brief introductions, Jill and Lisa went
inside with Aurelia Pagan, Rachi's mother.. While the men spoke rapidly in a
Spanish I could barely understand, I sat on the porch steps to watch the thick tufts
of fog fall gently into the narrow valley. To the left, in a small meadow which may
once have been a vegetable garden, a young billy goat nibbled coarse grass. A
dozen brown chickens hawked softly, some pecking at the damp earth while one at
a time others flew up to roost in tall trees. I had no idea of the time, but the longer
I sat still, the more I recognized evidence of the end of the day.
In front ofthe house, smelling of fresh-roasted coffee beans, was a small,
dilapidated roasting shack. In the limbs of a small nearby tree, large, open cracker
tins and wooden crates were occupied by roosting pigeons and sleepy kittens.
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.......

_ ._

Entranced by the tranquility of the quiet 1andscape, I wa1ked around the
side of the house. An abundant vegetable garden about forty yards square
flourished, surrounded by grapefruit, orange, lemon, and pomelo trees, as well as
huge plantain and tiny mahogany-hued banana-trees. A young nanny goat,
tethered just out of reach of tbe squash, bleated a soft hello.

From behind the house, an old woman poked her head around the comer,
peered at me and smiled with a grin unimpeded by teeth or guile. She bad to be
nearly a hundred, I thought, as I smiled back and slowly moved in her direction.
She ducked back behind the house, and by the time I arrived where she'd been
standing, she was gone. But she'd led me to where I could view the remainder of
their funn. A crudely constructed trough sloped ftom the partially screened
kitchen window above the sink and emptied water into a bamboo grove below.
Lifting a huge fern fond away from a path nearly obscured by lush foliage, I
wended my way between stalks ofbamboo and around large, smooth boulders
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toward what sounded like a good sized river. The end of the wooden trough
emptied into a swiftly-flowing river of about twenty yards in width and two to
three feet deep, flowing easily over a granite bed at indeterminate speed.

As I slowly awoke under low, fast-flying clouds, I remembered having
followed the river downstream about a half mile, treading on stones of myriad
colors, washed smooth by the constant flow ofthe stream. After the initial shock
of falling into the deep hole in the river, I had enjoyed the sensation ofthe swift
current flowing past my head, cool water pulling the curly hair straight. "Coqui,

Coqui, Coqui" joined the afternoon symphony of frogs and crickets and buzzings
of insects, blending my afternoon reverie with the softness of evening. The breeze
had died down while I'd slept. The sun had passed over the mountains, and I
shivered a little in the dusk. It was time to walk back to the house to meet the rest
ofthe family.
Inside the Pagan's house, the bare bulb in the center of the living room had
not been turned on yet because there remained a little daylight. Aurelia stood over
the stove in a handmade, ruffled apron, dividing eight portions what she'd prepared
for her family of three, including her six year old son Pedro, who was carrying
bowls to the table. She rattled off a warm welcome in Spanish too quickly for me
to understand anything but the smile, and returned to serving. There was a big
bowl of taro root, green plantains, potatoes and green breadfruit, boiled and
seasoned with bacalao, or dried codfish. Rachi explained that a pot of roots could
be found simmering on each stove in the valley, all day every day, in case someone
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stopped by to visit. There were abechuelas, black beans; there was a delicious
dish called pegado, which means stuck, so named because a cast-iron skillet is
lightly oiled and very hot when the thin layer ofleftover rice, flavored with tomato
and onion, is pressed with a wooden spoon against the bottom, allowed to brown,
and turned with a spatula to crisp on the other side. And the piece de resistance,
crisp fried balls of plantain, or mofongo, I later learned to cook in the cabin up the

hill.
Lisa, who'd decided to stay with the Pagans for a couple of days, fell
asleep after dinner on the brown foam rubber sofa, while Jill and I quietly helped
the protesting Aurelia clean up the kitchen. The old woman who had led me to the
river, Senora Pagan, hadn't joined us at the table for supper, but had been part of
the party from her vantage point around the comer of her bedroom. Papa fixed
her a plate of food and disappeared to feed her. and put her to bed. Pedro kissed
his mom goodnight and went to bed, while the boys sat quietly on the porch
watching the sliver of new moon rise over the hills. They made torches from rum
bottles filled with kerosene, with wicks of wadded paper bags Another paper bag
with a chunk tom out was wrapped like a hood around the neck to direct the flame
light forward as we walked the narrow dirt path to where we'd sleep.
By now the only sound remaining along the path was the gurgling river and
the occasional low-pitched rrigit of a bullfrog. It was about a half mile to the
shack where Mama and Papa had spent the first twenty years oftheir marriage, had
conceived, borne and raised the first of their children, before Papa was able to
build the larger house below by hand. A starry sky was obscured by tall trees, so
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that torchlight illuminated only the path, slippety from a light evening rain. directly
beneath our bare feet.

The house itself was no more than a shack. Like the newer house below,
the old house had a corrugated tin roof. Adjacent to the shack's supporting stilts
on the downhill side a, hand-poured concrete slab about forty feet square
contained a layer of coffee beans which would dry in the sun another week before
being roasted and sold in Ciales. Tall trees around the house had been trinlnted
back with a machete to permit plenty of sun for the drying, so light from moon and
stars illuminated the cottage. We extinguished the torches, laid our sleeping bags
on the wood planks that covered two thirds of the dirt floor, and closed both doors
to whatever might wander by. I slept like a baby.
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The Dragon, Tres Picachos
Next morning we awoke early, packed our gear and headed for the main
road to continue our quest for spiritual enlightenment. Our destination was what
the guys called the "temple house", a deserted cabin on top ofTres Picachos, the
highest mountain in Puerto Rico. We took the little bus to Ciales, hitched a ride in
a truck up the mountain to where the road became four wheel drive, and crawled
carefully under a barbed wire gate to walk the last three hours to the top of the
mountain. Eli entertained us with frightening stories of escaped convicts who hid
out in the jungle and camped in the temple house, but neither his tall tales nor the
warm, heavy rains deterred us. Several times we had to duck under sprawling
banyan trees until the rain lightened up, then continue as the sun dried us out
within minutes. We passed no human or sign of one, only waterfalls veiled by
mist, flowering and fruiting trees, fragrant ginger and orchid blossoms, until we
reached a house similar to that of the Pagans, standing alone at the top of the
emerald peak.
Once inside, Rachi built a fire in the wood burning stove while Jill and I
reconnoitered the kitchen. While she filled the ancient, rust-encrusted Coleman
stove with kerosene we'd brought, and unpacked brown rice and black beans, I
found an old aluminum pot and collected water from the rain barrel beneath the
roof drain. Once the rice and beans were on, we entered the sacred library, where
Eli and Stevie were already engrossed in scriptures in Spanish. This was the
spiritual center of the island, where pilgrims came to meditate, read, be silent, drop
organic psychedelics, or all of the above, which was our intention. Whenever a
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visitor left the house, a completed book or two was left behind; perhaps an
unfinished one was taken, as well. Jill selected a collection ofRumi poems; I had a
hundred pages left of Stranger in a Strange Land.
Trusting the fire to dry out the cabin, we went for a walk. About fifty
yards from the house was a tall, thin waterfall, a heavenly shower dropping about
forty feet into a shallow pool surrounded by smooth rocks, giant ferns and
enormous taro leaves. Lizards lounged on the rocks, warm in the afternoon sun.
We stripped and entered, one at a time, to let the crystal clear water pound on our
heads, shoulders, backs. Refreshed, we returned to the house and made green tea,
smoked a joint and ceremoniously dropped football-shaped tablets of organic
mescaline, as always hoping for answers to unformed questions.
Sunsets last a long time in the rain forest. While we read in the near dark,
a flock of wild chickens flew up to roost in the highest boughs of the tall trees
surrounding the house. Mutely we lit candles and ate small portions of brown rice.
When it grew dark, we went separately outside to stand in five comers of the land
which had once been a garden. The sky was black. Neither baby moon nor eternal
stars had risen. Nothing moved but the mist, endlessly rolling over the nearby
mountain peak and wafting over our heads. How long we watched this slow,
silent movement I don't know, but I remember clearly a wisp of cloud hesitating
before me, gathering density and imperceptibly changing, taking shape and form. I
watched in awe as an enormous, regal dragon drifted silently above me, owning
the sky, muscles of vapor reconfiguring as it glided slowly, gracefully along at the
height of the tops of the surrounding trees. She didn't seem to notice me until her
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head was well beyond mine, but as I held my breath she slowly turned to look at
me, never altering her pace or course, and I knew nothing but that the course of
my life would be forever changed. Much later I learned that in Asian legend the
dragon often represents fertility, or a birth, either physical or spiritual, but that
night we were observing silence, and I held the visitation secret. To try to name
magic is to try to touch it, which like love, like hope, like fear, although real, is
intangible, inexplicable.

The Pyramid, San Juan
In San Juan, the day before we were scheduled to leave Puerto Rico, Stevie
and I took one last mescaline trip while Jill and Lisa said good bye to Ray and
packed . We walked along the thick stone walls ofthe old fo~, El Morro, waves
crashing wildly below, and watched the moon rise over the parapets one last time.
We walked to the park, peacefully empty at ten thirty on a weeknight. Trusting
Stevie to divert any possible harm, I became a snake, slithering along the thick
smooth limbs of the low, flowering trees. Walking slowly, we came upon an
unmarked pyramid, like those of the Mayans and Aztecs but smaller, and it was
there that I had a spiritual revelation.
The real spirit of the '60s is somehow lost in the media version of it. All
that's left is the music, the film footage, the hairstyles and clothes and a few of the
poems. It appears we were frivolous, looking for fun, for immediate gratification.
What were searching for was truth, for meaning, for freedom. Perhaps because I
was in my late twenties, still wild and free and searching for truth; perhaps
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because of the abundance of the chemicals we naively took as if there would be no
tomorrow, I felt the essence of the great religions was revealed to me that night.
As I knelt on top of the earthen pyramid, the sky opened directly above me. A
huge, gaping, eternal black hole bore through the low clouds and a sound
emanated, a "choir of angels" without words or voices, a celestial symphonic
silence of indeterminate duration and unfathomable depth. A wordless voice from
deep within me wondered, offered, What do you want of me? The wordless reply
from the swirling blackness was, A child, from me, through you, and back to me.
A long silence; the vaporous shapes of angels at the edge of the swirling void;
cymbals? chimes? from within, a final question from me came forth with some
difficulty, With whom? Perhaps an hour had passed, and I began to feel my brain
closing back up into intellectual activity, but the sense I remember having was that
the answer from the soundless voice was, Whomsoever you wish.
I turned to see Stevie's angelic face smiling into mine, his soft, dark hair
curling down his back, his eyes bright with what seemed like absolute
understanding ofwhat had just happened, and wordlessly wondered, Esteban
Antomarchi? As the endless hole in the black sky swirled shut behind them, the
celestial beings silently answered, Why not?
Steven wasn't surprised when I told him of my revelation. The experience
was so clear, so mystical, that I couldn't deny it. Perhaps the rebirth in the river,
or being noticed by the dragon, or Stevie's innocent beauty; perhaps it was
everything up until now which had prepared me for this moment. With a pure
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sense of purpose, I surrendered to the message ofthe experience, honored to have
been chosen for what suddenly seemed like a sacred state - motherhood.
Next morning when we told Jill about the night and the revelation, she said
"Far out! Even though it looks like you barely need an airplane to fly home, I
better get you to the airport on time for the flight so you don't miss your 'date
with destiny', Sister."

Adios, LA
As soon as I got back to LA, I contacted my guru, Yogi Bhajan, to tell him
about the revelation and my plans to return to Stevie. He advised me to sell all my
household items and give the proceeds, together with my Austin Healy Sprite, to

him, in case I should decide to return to LA after taking the child to India for
education in the sacred scriptures. I got rid ofeverything except a sealskin parka
I'd been given in Alaska and had hitchhiked around much of the world in; some
metaphysical books; my acting portfolio and excellent Blues, Classical, Dylan, and
Beatles collections. All these, together with a pellet gun that Lindsey Crosby had
given me when he found out I didn't lock my door, I stored in an old Army
footlocker at a friend's house. I gave a quarter of the proceeds of the sale of my
life's possessions, and the Sprite, to Yogi and retained the rest, should I need to
eat. Within a week I was back in Puerto Rico to have "a child of god", as corny as
that sounded to most of my friends.
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Return to Cacao
Stevie and I rendezvoused on the pyramid in the park, then headed straight
for the ice cream shop for guanabana ice cream before heading upcountry. It was
late afternoon when we arrived in Cacao, and Papa was sitting on the front porch
exactly as he had been the first time I'd met him. "Buenos dias, .Papa," Stevie
smiled, "Buenos dias, Papa/' I echoed, "Como esta?''

"Bien, bien; todo esta siempre bien," was his standard reply, meaning
everything is always good. Aurelia and Pedro came onto the porch to welcome us
back, insisting we come in for something to eat. This time, and every day

thereafter, a small pot of tubers and roots without dried codfish sinunered on the
stove alongside the larger one in case we came by hungry. My life had changed
completely within two weeks' time. It was as if I'd never left.
Long days passed languidly by while Esteban and I grew to know and love
each other and the Jand. Papa often dropped off :fruit he'd gathered, hooking onto
the rafters in the house one of two enormous stalks of green bananas which hung

from a bamboo pole across his strong shoulders. Stevie's aim improved with
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practice at throwing the machete into the breadfruit trees to sever the thick stems
of green, unripe fruit. My skill grew at cutting off the tough outer skin, slicing the
turnip-textured orb and cutting out the pithy center before boiling it. The rich, ripe
breadfruit had to be harvested as it fell to the ground, before insects ravaged it, the
sticky fruit scraped from the outer shell to mix with tlourt then fry in the cast iron
skillet on the hotplate into sweet pones. I grew adept at prying unripe plantain
from its tenacious skin, cutting into chunks diagonally and frying it hot oil, then
mashing it in the moro Papa had carved for his wite from one of their trees a
lifetime ago. Traditionallyt mofongo is seasoned by mashing either garlic or onions
with salt and pepper into the fried green platano, but, creature of excesses, I often
mashed both with the stone pelon Mama had harvested from the river's bed, and
which fit perfectly into the fist, its rounded point eager to mee~ the bottom of the
wooden bowl When these had been thoroughly mixed, the paste was rolled in
the palm into small balls and fried in hot oil.in the cast iron skillet until golden
brown. Preparing food of the 1and for friends was my way of showing my love for
the land.
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At my favorite spot in the river I would wash laundry by hand, drying it on
flat, sun-drenched rocks, imagining a bare-skinned baby kicking water with soft,
pudgy feet and laughing, while Stevie or Rachi, Eli or another of the boys from
town :filled a bucket from the bamboo fountain at the small pond a short walk
below the house. Steven had devised a method for collecting the clear water
which seeped over a rocky ledge to form a shallow pond below. He had deepened
the pond, then climbed the slippery rock wall to cut a huge taro leaf: which he
splayed across the granite bottom to collect the tiny rivulets which would
otherwise have descended clinging to the rock wall The narrow point of the
broad, leathery leaf siphoned it into a bamboo pole, from which it spilled freely
into the pool. Water from the bucket we used for drinking, cooking, shampooing,
washing dishes during
. the season when the pond was occupied by
. tadpoles, or
when heavy rain stirred up a muddy bottom. Esteban, too, loved the land.
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Jill visited several times, once with Lisa and twice with her friend Tedd
Baron, who played guitar with Steve de Pass and other jazz groups in New York
City. Teddy alone wore a bathing thong into the pool beneath the big waterfiill a

mile downstream. Everyone else stripped to leap or dive from the cliffs high
above, following the crashing fa.11s into the foam below. Teddy and Jill and I stood
on a ledge twenty feet above the raging pool for pregnant minutes before
mustering the courage first to leap, later to dive, headlong into waters whose
depths could not be known, hoping to miss any boulders lurking beneath the
pounding falls. We held our breath as the boys, unbound hair streaming behind,
soared fifty feet, free as eagles, from the uppermost cliffs, past granite escarpments
carved by centuries of river-flow into the shapes of Aztec warrior heads, into the
precise spot they knew was safe, and were sucked into the whirlpool at the base of

the falls. My breath caught both from their beauty and from a twinge of fear lest
one not resurface. Sometimes it seemed that my sense of fteedom, splendid as it
was, was merely a replication of the freedom of the island boys, whose arched
bodies resembled living petroglypbs of young men who had been diving from those
cliffs for a thousand years.
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Long vines trailed from the rock walls surrounding the deep, wide pool at
the top of the falls. From these we fushioned garlands to keep hair out of our eyes
while we swam, and to glorifY what was already incomprehensibly beautiful. At
times I feared being swept over the rocks into to pool below and downstr~
unable to direct my course, naked to the world beyond our Eden; at times I was
impervious to impending dangers.

My second trip to the temple house was alone. I had found myself growing

impatient to conceive, as well as impatient with my role as den-mother to a
growing number of young day-trippers who visited from all ftom over the island. I
felt the need for a three-day fitst, to meditate and remember my purpose for being
on the island. This time when I slipped under the barbed wire gate, I did so with a
sense of belonging to the path, to the Banyan trees, to the tadpole ponds. The sun

shone all three days; the water:fiill was cool as it fell into the boulder-warmed pool.
Again I marveled at the collection of metaphysical and spiritual literature in many
languages, and carefully drew ftom the dusty shelf an English edition of The

Tibetan Book of the Dead. For three days I read, meditated, fasted on brown rice
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and barrel water and took daily walks to the falls to bathe and meditate again. The
first day, the lizards did pushups on the wall, flicking to one another the
interruption of my presence, while in The Book of the Dead wealthy men hired
priests to pray them out of limbo, male saints accessed enlightenment directly, and
women waited for reincarnation as a man who would become a saint, or to give
birth to one. The readings brought me to an understanding that my interpretation
of the revelation as calling for "a child of god" had meant "one of god's children"
all along, which I was relieved and delighted to learn.
Soon my heartbeat slowed to the pace of the dragonflies languishing at the
pool; the geckos ignored me and carried on their mating and friendship rituals
unabashed. Each flick of the tail was a signal, a message to a corresponding other,
who flicked and blinked and returned the throaty "geck." As the moment of
mating drew near, the pitch would rise, the tai).s would curl higher, the pushups
would gain momentum and suddenly one would charge across the four or five feet
separating them and a brief, disappointing copulation would occur.
While lizards played on the walls, the Book of the Dead taught me that life
is little but a preparation for the moment of dying; depending upon karma carried
over from previous experiences, a life well lived paves the way for the moment of
death to be a liberation from the wheel of suffering and rebirth. I found myself
wondering why, at twenty eight, I was alone on a mountain watching geckos mate,
wondering when I would get pregnant, and reading about dying and death.
"Coqui, Coqui," began the daily four o'clock song, telling me it was time
to put on the rice and head down to the pool to meditate. The chickens had
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already flown to the high boughs of the trees, but I scattered the remains of
yesterday's rice for their breakfast, then stood for a moment to sense the presence
of the dragon. I had quit all intoxicants and hallucinogens after the revelation, but
that particular spot was so spiritually charged that I could still see the embryo ferns
unfurl, and drink the afternoon sun.

Next morning, leaving the sacred Tibetan scripture on its shelf for the next
pilgrim, I trekked back home feeling rejuvenated, ready for whatever destiny had in
store for me. The lizards were the only creatures at home when I entered the
house, so quietly and peacefully they were nearly oblivious to my return. Suddenly
I heard little Pedro running up the path toward the house yelling, "La Americana!

La Americana, La Santa!" For some reason I was seldom called Carolina, but
rather "the saint". This was very curious to me, since I'd expected to be
somewhat frowned upon for such an untraditional lifestyle, unmarried and with
someone so much younger than I. I'd sometimes even find myself acting the role
in which they'd cast me, but it worried me when Pedro anxiously grasped my hand
and pulled me gently out the door and along the trail to his home. He spoke
Spanish so rapidly I couldn't understand the words beyond "Mama Pagan" and
"La Santa," but his eyes and his tone told me I was urgently wanted down below.
Of the seventeen families in the valley, half the women were in their homes
cooking dinner for their own families and those of their neighbors attending the
Pagans; the others were in the Pagans' home. Three were on the porch with Papa,
whose normally deeply creased face had sunk severely in despair. An old woman,
standing at the stove stirring dinner for twelve, whispered to her friend the arrival
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of"La Santa". Mama was in her bed, quiet at the moment, while four old women
prayed and waited. Aurelia smoothed the worn white cotton sheets, an invitation
to sit. I looked at Mama, whose name I didn't know and who'd never said a word
to me except with her eyes, and she seemed so frail, so thin and pale. She moved
imperceptibly toward the wall and with bony, wrinkled, age-spotted hands, hands
that had worked and loved and cooked and prayed for nearly a hundred years,
indicated a place on her narrow bed.
I sat carefully, afraid to frighten or to hurt her. She took my hand lightly in
hers, looking intently into my eyes, for an answer, for a sign, for what? She began
to moan softly, then more loudly in pain. The pain lasted only a couple of minutes
and then she rested. Taking my hand again, she moved closer and looked directly
into my eyes, deeply searching for a pool of peace inside them. At length she
seemed satisfied that a mutual understanding,. and agreement had been reached
that there was nothing to fear. She surrendered more easily to the next spasm of
pain, relaxing back onto the bed, white legs drawn into the fetal position. Pain
once more, then she took my hand, sat up a little, looked deeply into my eyes and
smiled sweetly, as if to assure me that everything was alright. When she was
assured by a smile perceptible only to her that I understood death was not the end,
a spark of light shot from her gentle eyes and she weakly squeezed my hand,
content she'd made the connection she needed to make. Still smiling faintly, she
let go of my hand, lay back down, moaned softly, and then no more. I saw her
spirit shimmer slowly out ofher ancient body. The trembling light hovered around
the tiny, silent room for a moment. Aurelia, fear in her eyes, awaited her mother's
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next breath. The priest who'd slipped in unnoticed lifted her wrist, took her pulse,
and pronounced her dead. Women wailed while the priest said the rosary, and
Mama's spirit fluttered silently out of the window.
On the porch Papa was inconsolable, crying out in agony, "Mi vida! Mi

esposa! Amor de mi vida! Aiy Dios; aiy Dios mio! Mi Vida, mi amor, mi esposa,
aiy Dios!" My life, my wife, love of my life, God, oh my God, over and over. The
women continued to weep and moan and pray, caught between ancient pagan
howling and Catholic faith in the hereafter. Conscious of the difference of our
feelings, I realized why I'd been on the mountain learning about death: to prepare
spiritually for the honor ofbeing present for the deliverance ofMama's spirit from
her time-worn body.
On the way back to the house on the hill, I was starkly aware of subtle
changes in the rainforest. It was late October,. and burgeoning fruit trees wanted
to be harvested, either by bird or by man. Autumn heat browned delicate edges of
young palms, and dried up the smaller waterholes. Seasons came and went, even
the tropics, and I felt an urgency to correspond with my mother. Fortified by the
unconditional acceptance I had found in the heavens and in the valley, I felt
confident she couldn't hurt me by mail, and that I'd hate for her to die never
having known me as an adult, as a woman who would be a mother. She had
always wanted so to be a grandmother; the least I could do, in Mama's honor, was
let her know where on Earth her daughter was. That evening, by candlelight, I
began a correspondence with my mother which would continue for thirty years
until her death. There had been so much silence on the island: Esteban's silent
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sweetness, the silent message of the spiritual plane, Mama's intensely meaningful
messages. Cutting through the stone wall of ten years silence, an awkward hand
began, in a light tone contradicting the solemnity of the moment,
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Next day the dirt paths were heavily trodden. All seventeen families
eventually showed up at Papa's with offerings of food and comfort to say adios to
Mama. For what seemed like most of the morning, a horrible sound emanated
from behind the woven cloth which served as a door to Mama's bedroom. The
van parked on the grass outside her window was from the mortuary, and we had to
wait while a generator-run machine vacuumed all fluids from the body, and the
mortician and Aurelia prepared the body for burial.
Finally, Papa and three other men solemnly carried the heavy casket to the
front lawn. Thirty mourners gathered into a loose line to wait their turn to view
the body in the open casket. I hung back, feeling like an outsider, somewhat
uncomfortable with all the grief, since I knew her spirit needed to be free to fly.
Putting my hand into the pocket ofthe jeans I hadn't worn since Woodstock, I felt
the mate of a pearl earring I'd lost it seemed like a hundred years ago, though it
couldn't have been more than a few months. Like Steinbeck's pearl, it was huge in
the gleaming sunlight, mocking the humble setting. For a split second my mouth
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watered for a sip of fine cognac, or anything which would offer a temporary
escape from the discomfort of the moment, then my focus returned to Papa's griefstricken face.
"Como esta,Papa?'' I asked gently when our eyes met.
"Malo, malo, todo esta malo," everything's bad, he frowned, and never

again did I see him gaze about and smile and say everything's good. To me he was
the soul of the valley, and Mama had been his heart. How would things change
now?
Clean undergarments had been tucked beneath the stiff feet, should her
journey require them. Friends had placed small packages around her, and fragrant
flowers. In an ineffective effort to feel like part of the ceremony, I pushed the gold
stud into the lapel of her home made dress. Late that aftemoo~ as we stumbled
through a light drizzle over uneven ground, following the pallbearers to her final
resting place, I noticed through the glass above her torso that the pearl was gone,
and wondered who would bury me when my time came.
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Lovemaking had never been particularly passionate, Stevie's and mine,
less because of his inexperience and the age difference than because there was so
little of the tension implicit in passion. It was rather a loving: of each other, of
our destiny to produce a child, of the endless beauty we found in each other and in
the place where we lived. That evening we made love more intensely than usual,
and that month I missed my period.
On a bright Sunday morning we took the bus into San Juan to spend the
night with friends and visit the ice cream shop. We went to hear Santana play in
the afternoon in the baseball park, where several hundred of their countrymen were
aroused to such passion that at the end of the concert they leapt en masse from the
bleachers to rush the stage. While security batted the heads of the rioters with
batons, we slunk safely out of the stadium. Monday I took the blood test, ate all
the guanabana ice cream I could hold, and retwned to our sanctuary in the
mountains.
Two weeks later Jill flew down to join me in San Juan for the test results,

and when they were positive, she convinced me to celebrate with her. "Carol, Ray
is here with his new girlfriend to close a condo sale. They're staying at the Hilton
and insist we join them for dinner. How long has it been since you had dinner at a
restaurant? C'mon, now, you owe it to him; after all, he brought you down here in
the first place. And where's Stevie? He should come, too." Ray, a long time
friend of Jill's from New York, was an unemployed African American man in his
early fifties, well dressed, classy, generous, a good dancer, who always had at least
one beautiful woman on his arm at all times. I was excited to see them.
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Stevie had gone to visit his mother, he'd said, but I knew he'd be seeing
Celia, his childhood sweetheart, too. The suspense of possible pregnancy was
getting to him, and he needed to connect with his roots. "Esteban is in Rio Piedras
visiting him mom, Jill, and I don't have anything to wear to a hotel restaurant, no
make up, nothing. Look at these old huarachis."
"Don't worry about it. I'm staying at the Guest House tonight and you'll
come with me. I'll dress you and you can play in my paint box. You'll die when
you slip into my new Susan Bennis!Warren Edwards sandals! I'll rent a car and
drive you to Rio Piedras in the morning. We can catch up on the way."
After dinner we all went to the hotels to celebrate Ray's sale and his
girlfriend Nancy's birthday and my pregnancy. At the first two casinos I sat at
closed tables, chatting comfortably with dealers and pit bosses on their breaks.
They all knew the valley I lived in and wondered at this blond American in a white
silk dress who spoke Spanish and lived upcountry. Even I was surprised at the
ease with which I shifted into city mode.
At the third casino, the Americano, the handsome, well-dressed pit boss
who was keeping me company while Ray and Jill shot craps said he had relatives in
Cacao. "Why don't you play the tables with your friends?" he asked with a steady,
inquisitive gaze.
"I can't afford to lose," I replied, "and I don't want to feel that greedy
excitement if I win."
"Let me give you one chip," he persisted. "If you lose we'll talk about
Cacao; if you win you can practice self control in your reaction." He winked and
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pressed a silver chip into my hand, and without looking at its value, I smiled and
walked to a crowded nearby table. As soon as I got up to the leather cushion, the
croupier pushed eight dice in front of me, teasing, taunting, tempting me by turning
them over and over. I placed the chip on the pass line, picked out the two dice
that winked at me, and rolled. I hit and rolled again, and again. Well-dressed
gamblers, smelling a lucky run, began raising their bets, and the action drew
players from other tables. I rolled and hit and rolled again, never touching the
columns of chips growing high in front of me as the pit boss stacked them. Ray
and Nancy were at the end of the table, Jill next to them, all with bets on the table.
I rolled for at least half an hour, and finally, feeling the hunger ofthe five-deep
crowd around the table growing bestial, said, "Okay, bet high; this is the last roll."
Elbows flying, betters franticly exchanged positions of chips, colors of chips,
glances around the table. I rolled once more, seven, and walked away amid
screams of winners collecting their winnings and begging me back.
I returned to the pit boss who'd waited, watching. After a subtle gesture
to the dealers to split the chips I'd left behind, he grinned and said, "See, you won.
Now you know that you control your destiny." Another time, another place, I
thought as I thanked him, and went to look for Jill. I slept in a bed that night, for
the first time in months, and gave thanks for the fulfillment of the promise, looking
forward to telling Stevie the good news.
Next morning, Jill threw open the black-out curtains with a cheerful,
"Wake up, Rip Van Winkle," referring to my hairy legs sticking out ofthe sheets.
"I've checked out; the car's outside and Ray's expecting us for breakfast. He's
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anxious to thank you for the three grand you rolled for him last night! Nancy
doesn't gamble much, but I came out with nearly a grand. The dealers you left
your chips for must have bought a house by now! Put your jeans on and I'll meet
you in front."
When Nancy opened the door, we saw Ray sitting on the edge of the king
sized bed in handcuffs. She came into the hall and explained in tears that the four
men in gray suits and ties were FBI agents, and that Ray had been arrested for
smuggling and using forged checks to purchase three condominiums in Puerto
Rico over the last few years. I was shocked. I didn't know Ray well, just that
whenever we went with him to dance clubs in New York he seemed very popular.
I felt sorry for him now in his clean white shirt, looking very small on the big white
bed, realizing he'd probably be spending most of the rest ofhis life behind bars.
He asked us if we'd get Nancy to the airport, told us not to worry about him, and
the federal agents closed the door to interrogate.
We dropped Nancy off at the airport, sobbing about how they'd been
planning to get married, how impulsive he was, and how hard it was going to be to
put her life back together. Jill and I talked like sisters all way to Rio Piedras, and I
realized how much I missed her, how much I missed speaking English. She told
me about her progress at Sir Richard Burton's Academy of Theatrical Arts, and
about the play she was in off-Broadway. She told me about Lisa's trip to Europe,
after which she'd go to live with Jill's parents in North Carolina for awhile.
Suddenly she looked at me and asked, "How do you think Stevie's mother is
going to react to your news?''
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"She's going to be even less thrilled than my mom when she hears about it,
but it's not up to them, is it?"
''No, not really, but I don't know what I'd do ifi didn't have my folks to
cover for me now and then with Lisa. I hope you'll have a good relationship by
the time this kid needs grandparents."
"Jill," I confided, "Stevie and I are probably going to be taking this child to
India when he's ready for school. I don't know how long he and I will stay there;
we may just leave him to be tutored by monks at Yogi Bhajan' s ashram there."
Her dimples deepened knowingly, "Do you really think you're going to be
able to do that once you've fallen in love with your baby?"
"Don't forget, Jill," I reminded her, ''the revelation clearly indicated 'from
me, through you, back to me.' I'm only the vehicle for the child's appearance on
this plane; it isn't mine." I reminded her about. the stacks of chips the night before,
and assured her that I'd be able to handle it. "Just to have been selected to have a
child has changed my life. I've never before felt fully accepted anywhere, even
though dear friends like you have tried so hard to show your love."
"Well, you know I love ya," she grinned, and changed the subject. "Why
didn't Stevie come to San Juan with you, anyway?"
"He said his mom needed some help around the house, and that you and I
could use a chance to visit, but I think he gets together with his childhood
sweetheart, Celia. I've never met her, but I know they were close. He never talks
about her; that's a clue."
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"Does it bother you?"
"Hey, you're the one who always says that guys feel they have the god
given right to cheat, as well as the masculine duty to lie about it; why should
Stevie be different? He may look like a saint, but that doesn't mean he always
behaves like one!" She chuckled and looked at me for more. "I don't know.
Maybe he tells her he's just doing this baby thing. Maybe he tells her we're just
starting an organic commune in Cacao. I doubt if they sleep together; maybe he
doesn't see her at all and I'm just paranoid, I just don't know."
"Would you be okay if things didn't work out between you two?'' she
asked softly.
"Sure. Nonattachment, remember, and divine guidance. I'm covered
either way. Here's the last right turn and there's the house, the yellow one."

Jill came in to meet Mrs. Antomarchi and to say hi to Stevie. I was glad to
have her there when I announced the positive test results. Stevie got up from
playing with his sister to give me a big hug, and his mother went outside to pick
chamomile flowers for tea
Back in Cacao, certain now that the promise would be fulfilled, Stevie and
I worked on our plan to create a small commune. Papa was willing to provide the
land, since at ninety six he was slowing down a little. We took short trips into San
Juan to let his friends know how to find us. I sent to Texas for 100 pound sacks of
brown rice, oats, soy beans and pintos. Most evenings, four to eight of us sat in
candle light on the clean wooden floor. I'd place before our guests bowls of
beans, seasoned subtly differently each day and nested in a huge scoop of rice, and
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watch them flood the bowl with oil, vinegar, soy sauce, and Tabasco. Before
eating, we'd observe a moment of thankful silence and then heave a spoonful
through an open door, into the night, to God's crawly creatures below, partly in
acknowledgement of the wholeness of the universe and partly to keep the creatures
outside.
I got letters from my mother telling me about the war in VietNam, about
her divorce and about buying a cooperative apartment in San Francisco where she
lived with my brother John, who attended college. I wrote her about Steven and
our love, about our plans for the child. I espoused my Vegan diet and admonished
her to read Timothy Leary's Politics of Ecstasy. If we had been face to face we
would have been compelled to argue every point, but the postal buffer worked
wonders and it felt good to have a mom.
I felt like a bit of a mom, too, to the bo-ys of the "commune." Before they
began to use the tools I'd bought to build the new house, they said they wanted to
go to Ciales and pick out gardening tools. I bought gardening tools: shovels,
hoes, rakes and trowels, which stood unused against the side of the old house.
Weeks later they wanted to go back for seeds, but I reserved that adventure for
when the land was cleared, dug, rocked and rowed, which never happened. The
boys were supposed to have built an outhouse, a condition of living there, but they
were too busy taking psychedelics and collecting cosmic consciousness to engage
in such mundane activity. On several occasions Papa, trudging home with a burlap
sack of oranges or grapefruit, the heavy rubber boots he wore to tend his coffee
plants caked with the results of our primal squattings among coffee bushes, would
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bellow, "No sucio mifincaf' The outhouse was finally built, but, unfortunately,
upwind of our house. The "commune" wasn,t developing into much more than a
beautiful place for Puerto Rican hippies to get fed and get high. but the local
women still called me La Santa, and Stevie and I waited for our baby.
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Once, on a rare occasion when there were no visitors, I walked to the river
alone. Emboldened by the solitude we usually enjoyed, I walked downstream to
midway between our house and the big waterfiill and took off my tunic to bask
nude in the sunshine on the warm rocks before rolling into the cool water. The
stream had floated me down river a bit when I heard the sound of voices,

unfamiliar masculine voices, several of them. I hurried out of the water not
knowing whether or not they'd seen my dress, or my body floating down stream.
Quickly crouching among the enormous boulders, slightly out of sight of the river,
hoping fervently they'd pass on by, I squatted in the sand between boulders to
make myself as small as possible, and to cover as much of my trunk as possible
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with arms and legs. They stood on the rocks just beyond where I hid, pissed into
the river, spoke Spanish in three or four voices, and threw stones into the stream.
I couldn't understand what they were saying, but they bad paused too long to be

oblivious to my presence. I remembered, for the first time, being alone in the
woods near our house in Korea, when a group of about ten adolescent boys on
bicycles bad surrounded me and made me take off my underpants. Like a
Neanderthal, I silently piled up all small stones within reach. I could see three of
them, but still didn't know if they'd seen me. I prayed for rescue and thought

furtively about what to do when they turned toward me. Would I throw rocks,
scream and run naked up the path? Would I freeze and act demented? "It's a
lovely day to gather stones by the river and yes, I live with my husband in the
house just up the bill, stop by and meet him some time," a mocking inner voice
rehearsed. Nothing but a new fuith in the power of the universe kept at bay the
utter panic which welled up and ebbed, and I continued to pray and to move stones
about in the so~ w~ sand while they continued to piss and spit in the river.
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Finally, after what seemed like eternity, I thought I heard music. I hadn't
done a psychedelic since the revelation, but I thought I was hallucinating when I
saw Stevie walking innocently down the path, shirtless, his worn jeans hanging
loosely on his thin hips, barefoot, hair tied behind his brown shoulders, happily
playing his recorder. I'll never know whether he saw me or the boys first, but he
bid them good day and sat on a rock playing his recorder into the wind. When
they'd left, I came out of my shallow cave and gave him a giant, trembling hug.
He held me, saying nothing, and played his flute as I retrieved my tunic and we
returned in silence to our home. Our Eden had been invaded.
The periods of silence between Stevie and me were becoming longer,
thicker. He spent more time in deep thought, pulling lightly on his little goatee. I
hid from him the light spotting I couldn't ignore, hoping it would stop, that the
embryo would quicken, the walls thicken, the opening close. I had moments of
temptation to reassess my part in the translation of that silent message from the
angels. I began to have doubts about Stevie being the father of the child, about
Cacao being the place to give birth, and about handing him or her over to monks
in India. Loving Steven, seeing more and more the innocent child in him, I began
to recognize him as a "child of god," and gradually the term extended to all my
family in the valley. I was able to find myself aligned snugly, as in the river's
sinkhole, under that umbrella. Doubt served as a seed to strengthen my faith.
Rainy season began, and the path from the old paved road to our house had
became increasingly slippery. It had been no problem to slip, slide, fall, and wash
off the mud in the pond below the house before I'd become pregnant, but now we
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began to worry alx>ut endangering the embryonic life within me. The job of
clearing, leveling and paving the path was overwhelming, and we decided it would
be best to return to Los Angeles until the baby was safely lx>rn.
The day I left Cacao I returned to the river one last time. Sitting crosslegged on a flat stone ledge, my back resting in a wedge of rock cliff, I thought
alx>ut the gifts the valley had given me. The river had cradled me until I'd learned
to trust. A magnificent dragon had revealed herself to me. Mama had held on
until she was sure I knew there was nothing to fear in dying, and had shown me
how to die with dignity. A loving angel named Esteban had surrendered to my
vision. The barrier to communication with my mother had been cracked, and I had
found in the people of the valley a family of gentle souls, models for a peaceful
family life. And most profoundly of all, the heavens had open~d and angels had
proclaimed me worthy to bear a child. In that humble valley, in that constant river,
I had gained a faith in the power of the universe that would sustain me for the rest
of my days. Two dragonflies gracefully mated midair, then dipped their tails into
the river to refresh and repeat the process. A fut rainbow trout, pastel scales
glistening in the sunlight, paused to search behind a rock, then let the current carry

him along. A long gray lizard lounging on the next ledge looked at me, blinked
slowly, flicked his tail and nodded. There was a place for all of us at the river.
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.t\_Qterica, the End
Steven and I flew with Rachi and his brother to Miami, where they bought
an old VW bus which we drove to North Carolina to visit Lisa at her
Grandfather's, meet Jill's father and mother. They showed us that good old
southern hospitality, Lisa and the three nieces who lived there, too, and the next
morning Gramps called me into his room, spat tobacco into and around an old
brass spittoon, and said, "We live in a small town. They ain't gonna abide your
boys stayin'. I got four girls here; y;all have got to go." Lisa and her cousins had
already phoned all over the county to gather all the young, unattached female
relations together, and begged us to wait a little longer. Pralines bubbled in the
skillet and lunch had been started, so we played Monopoly waiting for the girls to
arrive. An hour later they hadn't yet, and Gramps emerged from his room, rifle
cradled in his arm, glared at us and snarled, "I thought I told y'all to go." We
went.
We drove to New York City, where Stevie and the guys got jobs pushing
clothes carts through the streets of the garment district. Stevie and I stayed at
Teddy Baron's in the Bronx, and I worked his girlfriend Meredith's job at the
Silent Film Conservatory, watching reels of classics like Intolerance while she
practiced ballet all day for a month. I'd been having a little period ever since the
test in PR, so I went to a clinic and had another pregnancy test; this time it came
out negative.
Disappointed but not disheartened, Stevie and I hitchhiked to L.A. and
moved into one ofYogi Bhajan's ashrams in Hollywood. There Stevie learned to
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wrap a turban, to chant and meditate from 2:00 'ti114:30 every morning, and to
allow the women to do all the chores. I looked up my old gang, found more love
and joy with them than I did among the yogis, but declined invitations to
restaurants, the theater, and a trip to Vegas with a high roller from New York.
Yogi Bhajan fully expected Stevie and me to be among the fifty or so
couples he was going to tie to holy wedlock in the Nevada desert that spring
solstice. When I told him that I was no longer in love with Steven, that he was
too young to satisfy the emotional needs of a woman, he said I had to take him
back to Puerto Rico. I had taken him from his home, he said, and I should bring
him back. We rode with some devotees to the desert, Stevie thinking we would be
married, me knowing otherwise.
After the mass marriage ceremony, we hitchhiked east. A Thames minibus
we were in broke down in Memphis, and we crashed with some hippies in a rundown mansion for a few days until parts arrived. Stevie collected coke bottles and
quarters to buy beans and rice, and I cooked dinners for eight people who
declared, "This ain't half bad, Carol; nothin' a little ham hock couldn't fix!" A
young guitar player named Joey and I conspired to meet at the Atlanta PopFestival a few days later. Stevie and I, by now in between sister and brother and
utter strangers, hitchhiked to Atlanta, where Stevie caught a ride to New York.
On the 4th of July, while Jimmy Hendrix played The Star Spangled Banner
and fireworks lit up the Southern night, I nearly fell asleep in the mud in front of
the stage. Later, I did fall asleep under a truck, and when I awoke the truck was
gone. I remember walking outside the grounds and actually bumping into Joey,
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travelling with him from there up to D.C., saying good bye on the freeway after
their visit to the free health clinic, and scratching crabs all the way back to LA.
In Los Angeles, a third blood test confirmed that I was not pregnant.
Esteban wrote that Rachi had died of a heroin overdose in New York, and a law
had been passed by the government whereby if land owners couldn't afford to pay
minimum wage to anyone working on their land, it could be confiscated. Like
most small coffee farmers, Papa couldn't pay the rummy nephew who dropped in
now and then to dry out, so he sold his nine acres of paradise for $9,000 and
moved to the nearby town of Ciales. Aurelia wrote that Papa's new girlfriend
broke a coke bottle over his head in one of their fierce arguments, but so far no
one had been badly hurt. She said Esteban cut his hair, enrolled in college, became
active in the movement for Puerto Rican independence from the US. He probably
married Celia.
I was sucked back into city life the way the boys had been sucked into the
swirling waters beneath the falls, but I never lost sight of the dragon or the
revelation, and when I did get pregnant, the child's very powerful and protective
angel guided me to the peace and tranquility of Hawaii for the pregnancy. Sanji
was born at home in Kula, midway up the gentle slope ofHaleakala Crater on
Maui. A neighbor who'd camped inside the crater that night said that at 10:00
PM, the moment ofSanji's birth, a comet crossed the sky very close to Earth.
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Tanned left arm poised, stretched upward into the desert heat, Andrea felt
the first bare afternoon breeze against her moist body, lifting the short pleated skirt
slightly above the under shorts, cooling the smooth, soft skin beneath her arms.
She bowed her head a moment, felt a drop of sweat bypass the white terry
headband, drip from her short blond ponytail, and cool in its path down her neck.
Eyes closed, blinded by the sun, she visualized the exact spot she aimed for, just
within the boundary lines ofthe far comer of the court. This was the spot to
which she always aspired, as far as she could go within the bounds prescribed by
the game. That's how she'd come to own the beautiful home in the exclusive
gated community in Palm Springs known as Paseo del Sol.
Half-owned, anyway. The other half sat on the sideline center court in his
wheelchair, white hair wafting in the wind, glaring at the young Australian
instructor crouched to receive the serve. Thwop! Strong, hard, center-racket and
dead on the far comer spot where Cory had to strain his strong young muscles to
reach the ball and Thwop! a strong return. Back and forth in perfect harmony,
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squinting into the blazing sun, moving automatically, responding more to instinct
than instruction, and finally Match! and the near-perfect afternoon ended.
At the bench Andrea took a few swallows ofbottled water, the added
electrolytes puckering her perfectly outlined lips, and imagined her mother's
expression. For a split second the palm trees fringed not the court but the trailer
park in New Jersey where she'd grown up in church bazaar hand-me-downs, too
poor for a room of her own. Her mother stood in a narrow doorway, arms folded
tightly across bony chest, lips clenched in perpetual disapproval of a daughter too
busy getting married and divorced to give her any grandchildren.
The image dissolved as the whir of the wheelchair motor revved up to beat
the instructor to the winner. She swallowed hard as she saw the thin line of red
begin to spread from the corners ofher eyelids outward, as it ~id more and more
often lately when she felt pressured, and grabbing her towel and racket beat a hasty
retreat to the house before the two men could notice the sticky redness she felt
forming between her thighs.
She took a quick cold shower, did her daily four hundred sit ups and
pushups, spent a halfhour on the stationary bicycle and did two in twenty on the
treadmill. After a long hot shower, she sat at her dressing table touching up her
manicured acrylic nails, smoothing French face cream over her entire body, making
sure every hair was in place for dinner at the country club. This was her favorite
part ofthe house, her wing, where things she had brought from her condo
surrounded her and she felt at home. Her gilt-framed nudes hung on red flocked
wallpaper; red glass replicas of gas lanterns cast a soft pink hue; an ornate brass
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bed, smothered in luxurious feathers and linens, held sumptuous memories of
profitable hours and nights between acting jobs when she still lived in Beverly
Hills. This was her Valhalla, where she could have her private thoughts, without
the constant intrusion of her husband's critical scrutiny. She could recall moments
like when she'd told her me as her only friend, that she was going to marry him,
and I had asked, "Andrea, why? You're only forty years old; you're still young
and beautiful. You have your own condo, money saved. Don't you want to marry
someone you love for once? He doesn't have the kind of money you think he
does, anyway; you'd better check him out first."
Andrea smiled at my gullibility in believing she was five years younger than
she really was. Her reply had been, "Yes, he can be mean, but he's been decent to
me so far. Besides, I smell death around him. I don't think he's going to live long,
and I think I can make his last few years happy.." She could always count on me to
speak my mind, but this time I hadn't asked what she meant by smelling death
around him, so the subject was dropped. I had gone to their wedding even though
I thought she was making a big mistake, and it was turning out I'd been right. He
had turned his cruelty against his wife as soon as they had sold their condos in LA
and bought the house in the desert. By now he never left his chair. His wife was
his arms, his legs, his scapegoat and model.
Andrea heard the motor edging around the comer of the long hall. This
was taboo; she'd negotiated her private space. Nearly poking an eye out
separating mascaraed lashes with a hatpin she prayed, Oh no, Please don't let him
ruin tonight again. Red lines spread inside her lids as the black mascara smeared
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down her cheeks. She felt a heat flash as the whir neared her door, and felt the
wetness again between her legs. The door banged open and he entered, a scotch in
one hand and a camera in the other. "You're not dressed," she said timidly.
"Get out of that robe and put on something sexy for me," he demanded.
She knew it would do no good to remind him the doctor said he had to eat. At
seventy six, he was losing weight and looking more frail every day.
"Aren't we going to dinner?'' The wives at the club treated her like dirt,
but their husbands gave her the attention she craved, and their appearance for
dinner established, in Andrea's mind their status as a married couple who were
members and who belonged there. "We didn't have lunch, remember?''
"Put on your black garter belt and seamed stockings, nothing red tonight.
I'm sick to death of red lace ... " his voice droned on. Grateful he hadn't
requested white satin, which might show, she began mechanically to undress. He
flashed the camera as she bent to straighten her seams, as she stretched to fasten
the bra hooks, as she buckled the ankle straps of the four-inch heels. "Sit up here
and spread your legs."
She felt her face flush, saw the red in the corners of her eyes. Last night
when he noticed a little smudge around the crotch of lingerie, he had viciously
threatened to trade her in for "a new model." He's making me bleed, the bastard,
she thought, feeling her thigh muscles tighten against the inevitable flow.
"Wider," his voice was harsh, coarse and dry as load of gravel, "and put
one foot up there on the dressing table."
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Andrea straightened to her full five feet nine inches, walked slowly over to
him while he clicked furiously away, turned the chair around and said huskily,

"Let's go to your room."

When Andrea called the next day, I was watching a hummingbird dip into
the bright red bougainvillea just outside my kitchen window. I quit banging dishes
around and put down the dishtowel when she said, "Sit down. Something terrible
happened last night."
"Okay," I said, "I'm sitting. 'Talk to me, talk to me like the rain and let me
lie here and listen."' Andrea reminded me of a Tennessee Williams character when
she launched into one ofher Drama Queen tirades, and her conspiratorial voice
promised a good one this time.
"He's dead. They killed him."
An empty moment lapsed during which I wondered if this was a joke or
another of the menopausal hallucinations in which Andrea had been inclined to
indulge lately. She flatly refused to believe that enemies were not purposely
making her bleed in an effort to cause her death. I finally asked, "Are you
serious?''
"Yes," Andrea assured me, "last night in his bed. Blood was everywhere."
"Who? What happened? Tell me slowly what happened."
"Well, I was asleep in my room when a loud noise woke me up. I heard
voices in the house, strange men's voices. I jumped up and hid behind my
bedroom door, and I saw them."
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"Who?'' I asked, still humoring her.
"Two Mexican guys?" Andrea sounded a little unsure of this.
"How did you see them? Did you know them?''
"From the crack ofthe door I could see everything. They've been on the
grounds before; they're gardeners. I kind of recognized them, but I couldn't see
their faces clearly. I think I can identify them, though, if they catch them. Carol,
they killed him."
"But how? Why?''
"They stabbed him over and over again. There was blood everywhere.
The homicide detectives counted thirty six stab wounds. There's a butcher knife
missing from my kitchen; maybe it was that one, I don't know. They took it with
them. I stood there behind the open door and watched them - there was nothing I
could do. I was paralyzed with fear. They came and went through his glass patio
door. I must have forgotten to lock it."
"Did they look for you, or steal anything?'' I still couldn't believe Andrea
would invent such a horrific story, but she sounded so detached that I was
compelled to ask, "Are you making this up?''
''No, they stabbed him to death and left the way they came in. Carol, it
was awful, two strong young men against one old invalid. He screamed and
fought. When they left and I went in to see if he was still alive, he was on his
back. There was red everywhere, on the walls, soaking the bed, on the carpet. He
must have still been alive, 'cause when I rolled him over blood squirted all over my
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white nightgown, in my hair, all over me. I called 911, but he died on the way to
the hospital. It's just across the street, but he was gone when they got there."
A long silence followed. Andrea was used to me asking annoying
questions when she told me a story or rehearsed a scam she was about to employ,
but this time I was quiet. Finally, Andrea said, "Well, what do you think about
that story?''
After another uncomfortable pause, I said simply, "Andrea, ifthere's
anything I can do, I'll help in any way I can."

There were only three people at the funeral. The man's daughter did not
attend, but his first wife was there, and a woman Andrea knew to have been an
assistant ofhis in the past, who helped to clear his things out of the house. There
was no will; the house, into which he'd put all.his assets, reverted to Andrea's
name alone.
For six months, the detective on the case accepted Andrea's invitations to
join her in the Jacuzzi. He sometimes questioned her about that night, but her
answers never varied from what she'd told them she saw from her vantage point
behind her bedroom door.
She became a manicurist, something she'd always thought she'd do if she
found time betweenjohns, husbands and acting jobs, and offered love advice to
clients. She joined a church and was born again. A year after the murder ofher
husband she began to date a man in her congregation, a tall, vibrant, white-haired
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man in his late sixties. He became her ninth husband and moved into her house in
Paseo del Sol.
Everything seemed normal at :first. Most nights Andrea dressed up for
their appearance as a married couple at the country club. But it wasn't long before
he began making demands on her. One night she awoke with a start, sensing the
presence of someone in her room. "Who's there?'' she whispered.
"It's just me, Honey," her husband answered. "Why don't you get up and
put on something sexy for me? I'll pretend like I'm asleep, and you come in and
surprise me. Don't take too long, and don't forget to wear red lipstick for me on
all the places I'm gonna want to kiss." His dark figure disappeared down the hall
to the master bedroom.
Andrea lay curled up in a ball, trying to still the rhythmic thumping of her
heart. Salesgirls in lingerie departments upset-her when she saw them whispering
behind her back, and she was afraid she'd soil anything she tried on, so she'd
grabbed a few things hurriedly. Nothing seemed to please her husband any more,
though, and she didn't think she could go on with the charade this night.
"Are you up?'' she heard him yell, and she lay frozen, the only movement
her pounding heart pumping thick red fluid through her veins, pulsing hard at her
wrists and in her eyelids. She saw the redness begin at the inside corners of her
closed eyes. Oh, no, no, she told herself, no, and threw off the covers, feeling the

air conditioned coldness stiffen her body.
She got out ofbed and went to her vanity, where she carefully applied red
to her lips with shaking hands. She mechanically pulled stockings out of the
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second drawer of the dresser as she'd been doing, it seemed, her whole life.
Grudging fingers fumbled hooking them to the garter belt as her eyes, refusing to
let go of crimson tears, focused inches higher to confirm what she had dreaded"He is making me bleed."
Andrea steadied herself and stared at her image in the mirror. She'd never
been a drinker or experimented with drugs. When the girls she worked with had
slipped out oftheir works clothes, donned a new Valentino dress and gone
clubbing, or pulled up tight jeans to compete in a pool tournament, or gotten
stoned and naked with their young pimps or lovers, she had brushed her hair a
hundred strokes, worked out, done her nails, polished brass and ironed linen, and
prepared for the next visitor. Her mother thought she was too lazy to work, but
her mother had never had to answer the phone at midnight, rousted from a deep
sleep to get dressed and made up and drive half an hour to satisfY a coked-up john
for a few hundred dollars. That was work. I earned this house, she thought; I
should be able to sleep in peace at night in my own room. She dropped some
Murine into her eyes and, wobbling only a little in high heels on thick white carpet,
walked proudly down the hall.

Today Andrea's pale left arm stretches high over her head, grasping hot
chain link; the only red she sees is a distant desert sunset. The story she told police
when they dragged her from her bed at Dwight D. Eisenhower Memorial Hospital
differed considerably from the story told by her husband. She swore it was a setup; he took the detectives to the spot in the desert the next morning. The way he
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tells it she came into his room in the middle of the night and woke him up with a
plea to take her for a starlight drive. She'd brought a blanket and massage oil, but
he was apprehensive about being alone in the desert, prone, nude and caught in her
powerful scissor-lock. When she quit rubbing his back to reach for something
under the blanket, he'd wrestled away from her a hammer she'd brought from
home. She'd made some lame excuse, he said, about feeling a rock under the
blanket. When he'd driven home she immediately checked herself into the
hospital, telling them her husband had broken her wrist and made her bleed
internally. The hospital staff, weary of her hypochondria, gave her a sedative and
put her to bed. Detectives, upon searching the area in the desert where the crime
had allegedly been attempted, discovered a butcher knife hidden under a nearby
rock.
Twelve years have passed since Andrea was convicted of murdering her
eighth husband and attempting to murder her ninth. He lives with his lover in
Paseo del Sol. Andrea's at Women's Correctional, in a room of her very own.
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Loretta James slowly chalks the custom cue Billy Jarrod gave her their first
Christmas together two years ago. I watch her track Billy's gaze stalking a sleazy
new blonde who works her way through the Saturday night crowd of the Circle
Bar. Heavy tufts of smoke waft past a low-hanging lamp as she turns to
reconnoiter the table. She has two balls before the eight, the first one a narrow
bank shot. She takes a last long tug ofher cigarette, snuffs it beneath a worn
cowboy boot, and steps up to the table. All eyes are on her buffalo stance as she
hooks a wayward curl behind her ear, bends forward and calls, "Six ball in the side,
one rail." All eyes but his, the son of bitch, which now measure the height of the
blonde's heels clipping back from the phone booth.
Click, dead on; green ball spins and drops, cue ball sittin' pretty for her
favorite shot, long and straight, diagonally across the table in the far comer pocket.
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Her opponent knocks the butt of his stick respectfully on the cracked concrete
floor. ''Nice shot."
She smiles at him, picks up the chalk and walks to the bar, mounts the
barstool and whispers in her boyfriend's ear, "What'll you give me if I make this
shot?"
"Anything you want, baby," he answers, wrenching his smile from the new
woman who has perched a few stools down. "You know I'd do anything for you,

win or lose. I just wish it was me playing the final game with you, is all." He can't
control his flitting glance. "I couldn't concentrate tonight for some reason."
An ancient barmaid waddles over and plunks down a Bud. "Okay, Billy,
that'll be two bucks for the Bud and four fifty for the double brandy and coke for
the little lady down the way." She swipes a dirty bar rag around, waits for the
money. "You ready for another one, honey?". Without answering, Loretta finishes
her drink, chalks her tip and blows off the .excess.
Her rival leans against the table, cradles a house cue between long lean
legs, and taps on a rail the rhythm of the lonesome ol' Merle Haggard tune gritting
through the jukebox. She saunters over. "What d'you think, Joe? Think I'll be
the first woman to win this tournament?"
"I think you've got it, Loretta," he leans in a little as he lifts himself off the
table, "and your leave ain't bad, either."
A chill runs down my arms as she turns to line up her shot. I can imagine
what's going through her mind: Anything I want, plus $500 first prize and a
trophy with my name engraved on it. Everything is lined up just right. Her left
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hand rubs the salt-lick, strokes up and down the smooth maple shaft, and points to
the corner pocket. "Four in the corner," the referee yells, and the room roars as
her ball slams straight into the pocket.
But Loretta knows a shot isn't good unless the cue ball ends up exactly
where you planned it, so she waits and watches the roll. Damned if the white ball
doesn't catch on a chip of blue chalk and snuggle between his eleven and the rail, a
hair's breadth short of a perfect leave, but no way to make the eight.

1

From force

ofhabit, she looks to Billy for encouragement, but he's nowhere to be seen. Her
opponent leers triumphantly; things are looking up for him.
It ain't over 'till it's over, buddy, she seems to say to herself as she chalks
her tip. This is the moment she's been playing toward for ten years. This is the
table at which she's met her last four lovers; this is where she made the decision to
learn to play right instead of winning through-coyness. Ten years of four nights a
week after work at the phone company start to fly through her brain, but she
catches herself short, takes a deep breath, and centers her attention on the table.
Loretta has learned from young hustlers passing through town that there
are three levels of reality at the table: 1, everything outside the immediate."stage"
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Eight Ball Tournament rules demand that a player hit first one of his or her balls, and that
subsequently some ball must either hit a rail or fall into a pocket. Cunning players, when the
odds are very slim that an object ball will be pocketed, may elect to play safe, in which case one
of their balls is touched by the cue ball and then either the cue ball or another ball is left in a
position from which there is no way for their opponent to hit both their ball and a rail. If a player
fouls by not hitting one of his or her balls and then a rail, the opponent then has "cue ball in
hand" and can place the cue ball anywhere on the table. This is a tremendous advantage, since an
otherwise difficult ball can be approached from the best possible angle, or an easier shot can be
executed while breaking out n otherwise difficult or impossible ball from a pack. The more
practice a player has, the better advantage they can take of this opportunity, and the more
accurately "safe" shots can be planned and executed.
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of the game- the jukebox, the onlookers, the drama around the bar, one's
opponent. Then there's 2, the table itself- the way the rails throw a bank shot,
the lie of the balls, the roll of the table, nap of the felt, shadows cast by the
overhanging light. But 3, and the only thing that really matters, is the shooter
herself- the experience and expertise she brings to the table, her relaxation level,
her concentration level. So, like a camera on inverted zoom, she pulls all attention
inward and takes a good look. It seems the smoke clears under the light, the
pockets widen a bit, the shot becomes crystal clear. She steps forward, finesses a
2

perfect "safe," and steps back politely to watch her opponent prowl around the
table like a lynx at a rabbit hole. But he hunts in vain, for with the cue ball wedged
tightly between the eight and the rail, there is no way to hit his ball. He takes a
wild shot and scratches, giving Loretta ball in hand for an easy eight in the side.
Signaling a round for the house, she breaks down her stick and moves easily
through swarming high-fives. I'd give just about anything to be her right now, so I
follow to see what a winner does with her victory. Outside, Billy is charming the
blonde. Without breaking stride, Loretta lights a cigarette and exhales a wreath
around the bright full moon. Enough, she seems to say to herself, as she smiles
and grinds the remainder into the gravel. At the pickup she turns to Billy and
winks, climbs in, revs the engine, and leaves Saturday night in the dust.

2

This was accomplished by lifting the butt of the cue stick about three feet, making a high bridge
with the thumb of the bridge hand, and shooting down on the cue ball to cause it to hit the eight
ball lightly and spin backwards an inch and a half to rest against the rail behind it. Her opponent
cannot shoot the cue ball without hitting her ball first, thus giving her cue ball in hand for the
eight.
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My left wrist is cuffed to the plumbing under the sink in the bathroom of
Peter Grant's suite at the Beverly Hilton Hotel. I've been given a pen and a stack
of cocktail napkins and been told to write down my impressions of this experience.
After numerous futile attempts to heave a vanity stool through the glass shower
door with my feet, I begin to write.
New York City, 1974. After an apres-midi at the Gramercy Park Hotel, a
superior court judge I was visiting drove me to the Led Zeppelin concert in
Madison Square Garden. He parked his judicial license plates at the

stag~

entrance

and walked me to the door. Security checked the long guest list, to which my
friend at Atlantic Records had promised to add my name. My name was not on
the list. Milton stepped forward and introduced himself, showing his judiciali.D.,
and looked over the list as we again went through the fifty or so names. As the
guard flipped over the last page of names, the judge pointed to one, said, "Here
she is." The guard crossed the random name off and let us in. Milton escorted me
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through long, concrete corridors to the back-stage area, where he again flashed his
badge to the folks who gave me a stick-on patch with the Swan Song logo on it
and opened the door.
Dazzling sequined outfits hoovered around catered hors d'oeuvres trays;
suede suits lounged on plush divans; beaded velvet jackets over bell bottomed
jeans crowded around the bars. Here it is, I thought, the top of the world. The
ubiquitous solitude I always felt was crouched in a comer of my mind, but never
mind, I could move more freely alone. I maneuvered closer to John Bonham, who
asked ifl was going to see the show. I told him that my friend at Atlantic, Betty
Iannacc~

had arranged a back stage pass, but no, I didn't have a ticket. He

introduced me to Richard Cole, the tour manager, who gave me two tickets.
Once in the audience, sporting my back-stage pass, I could sit pretty much
wherever I wanted. I'd seen the group perform a year prior, but this was the best
show I'd ever seen. The auditorium was packed, Zep rocked, and I had money
and drugs in my pockets to last of couple of days, at least.
As the show neared the end, the crowd started going nuts. Fans lit fire

crackers and threw them onto the stage. They were coming too close to the band
for comfort, so I returned to the backstage area. Just as I came to the end of the
long corridor to the rear of the proscenium, security was moving the band out the
back door. Miraculously, I was swept up in the evacuation and ushered into the
front seat of Jon Paul Jones and Jimmy Page's limousine.
Streets were blocked off for about six blocks. I could barely hear the
sirens of the police escort, but their lights :flashed blue and red through the night.
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Fans lined the streets, cheering and waving seemingly in slow motion at the
darkened windows of the stealthy limo.
Fear that I'd lost some hearing at the concert was quelled when Jimmy's
voice said clearly, "They burnt me bloody balls." I turned around as he unzipped
his pants and inspected his balls, which weren't bloody, but indeed had been hit by

a fire cracker. Jon Paul inspected his blistered hands, saying he hoped he could
play the next night "with nets."
I didn't say a word. Finally their attention drifted from their wounds to the
woman in the front seat. Jon Paul asked if I'd seen the show, and was I going to
join them at the hote~ then? You bet.
I waited with the entourage in the Palm Court of the Plaza Hotel for the
band to shower and change. We all went to Tracks, a popular disco where
celebrities from around the world danced to rock and roll under mirrored balls and
surrounded by walls of light shows. We were joined by Nick Lowe and Dave
Edmunds, also on the Swan Song label. When the band arrived, I met Brian
Gallivan, valet to Jon Paul Jones. Sitting on Brian's enormous lap at the crowded
table, our perspiration mingling, half :from dancing in a smoky, overcrowded,
under-ventilated room, half :from copious quantities of cocaine, we were like lava
oozing, not erupting. He invited me back to the private party at the hotel, where I
flitted around for an hour or two before going to his room with him. Brian was
utterly unselfconscious of being hugely fat, had a sharp mind and cutting wit, and
took time, lots of time with a kiss. His body heat created a wet, primordial
swampiness around him that loved.
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The next night I was on the guest list with a back stage pass and was
acknowledged by the band (behind nets) in my fourth row center seat. After the
show, we all did the clubs and partied again at the Plaza. I was booked on the
same plane to L.A. the next day as Brian and Jon Paul, so we said "see ya" instead
of "bye-bye."
On the plane, Brian came from first class to coach to sit with me until lunch
was served, when he rejoined Jon Paul in front. He fell asleep directly after lunch,
but Jon Paul came back to sit with me. We chatted for awhile until he wanted a
cigarette, when he charmed a stewardess into letting us both go up to the first class
lounge to smoke and drink. She kept it private for us for over an hour, and Jon
Paul and I told each other road stories. By the time other passengers arrived, we
were so lit and so engrossed in our stories that we didn't quiet down even then. In
his stories, he was always the innocent one who the band played pranks on. One
time, they threw a load of dead fish in his bath tub when they knew a young lady
would be visiting him after a gig. I told him about whipped cream, fire
extinguisher chemicals, and the fire sprinkler system flooding the Holiday Inn when
Elvin Bishop was in L.A. Jon wanted to hear all about Woodstock; I wanted to
know about Brian. I learned Brian was married, and that they all dropped their
road chicks the day before they returned to their wives and girlfriends in England.
They were scheduled for two nights at the Forum in Los Angeles, staying
in enormous suites at the Beverly Hilton Hotel. My girlfriend Betty did Artist
Relations at Atlantic, which meant that she made sure touring and recording artists
on their label were hooked up with anything they needed or wanted. We got to
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spend the afternoon at the pool with our sons, see the show, go the clubs and
parties afterwards. Betty didn't drink or anything, so she went home relatively
early, after a few kisses from Robert. Toward the end of the night, in John
Bonham's suite, a group of about twelve people listened to Beatles and Dave
Edmunds and Elvis Costello records while we waited for the bag to arrive.
Finally, a large Zip Lock bag containing a pound of white powder was tossed on
the table in front of Bonzo, who dipped an oversized room key into it several times
and then passed bag and key around the room.
Jimmy Page made an appearance with his doctor, a handsome young man
who carried the black leather bag and administered Jimmy's required medication,
heroin. The doctor spoke to no one; Jimmy, thin, pale, dressed in black, moved
silently to a dimly lit comer of the room and said very little. I stayed awhile,
feeling awkward and rather like a hanger-on,. wondering what I was doing there.
then went to see Brian. I was uncomfortable with Brian, as well. Did I really want
to be with him or did I just want to party with the boys? But I did love his kisses,
and this was the last night before the final performance of the tour. We didn't
sleep.
After the show the next night, I waited in the lobby for hours for someone
to come down and fetch me up to the rooms. Sitting in a plush armchair in front
of the elevators staring at the floral print carpet, I answered each greeting from
one or another of the crew members as cheerfully as I could, knowing full well that
I was being stonewalled in the manner Jon Paul had described on the plane. Either
Brian was cold dogging me or no one was telling him I was downstairs waiting for
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him, but I couldn't get past security without an escort, and my pride wouldn't let
me ask any of the guys to take me up. So I waited.
Finally, one of the guys came down and sat in the chair next to me. He
said, "Carol, Brian's gone to bed. Peter wants to invite you to his suite to have a
nightcap with a few people, though, d'you want to come up?''
In the suite, Peter, four or five members of the crew, and a scuzzy groupie
with fried yellow hair and too many bad tattoos drank Red Label "neat" in highball
glasses. I asked for ice and a splash of water, but I was served without either. I
didn't know who would show up. Maybe Brian, or maybe Jon Paul or one of the
other band members, although I'd been told more than once that a protective force
field was built around them by the entire crew the night before their return to
England.
Peter was a wrestler gone enormous with over indulgence. He wore a
caftan from which he pulled a five inch room key which shoveled cocaine from a

half filled zip lock bag. He maintained a pleasant banter as he approached me and
playfully, flirtatiously snapped one cuff on my left wrist and the other on the arm of
the Louis XIV chair it rested on. Still grinning, he dipped the brass key into the
bag again and held it under my nose. Slowly, while looking straight back at him, I
pressed my left thumb against my right nostril, spread open the left, and inhaled.
The game had begun. The biker babe looked for signs of fear, but I had to
disappoint her. I'd been arrested for minor infractions a number of times, and
found that I could fold my thumb behind my hand, tighten my fingers into a thin
tube, and slip out ofhandcuffs. Peter surprised us all when he said, "Just to show
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you how much we love you, Luv," and lifting the handcuff key high over his head,
looked up, his mouth open, and, like a sword swallower, dropped it into his mouth
and swallowed. He looked at his guests seated around the large, square coffee
table and grinned.
As the grin returned to me, I squeezed my fingers and hand together and

slowly, our eyes locked, pulled my hand out of the cuff. Peter moved closer to see
how I could have possible escaped, but stopped short as I slowly, tauntingly
slipped back into it in a stunning display of bravado. Before I could pull my hand
back out, Peter, nimble as Pan, grabbed my wrist and squeezed. I heard the cuff
click three notches tighter and knew I was caught. Peter returned to his seat on
the other side, picked up his drink, proposed a toast "to the luvely Carol," and all
eight of us drained our glasses.
Peter was on and off the phone, crew members came and went, glasses
were filled and drunk, cigarettes were smoked. About half an hour later Robert
Plant entered. "Well, Carol, you look captivating tonight," he said, and turned
with a sly grin to Peter, who winked and made a second show of swallowing a key,
whether the same one or a duplicate I couldn't tell. More Red Label, more laughs,
until I asked to be released to the lieu.
"Sorry, Luv," said Peter, "I ate the last key. Someone will have to assist
the lady."
"Ill do it," Robert said, leaping from where he reclined on the couch.
"Stand up, darling," he said as he picked up the chair, "and come with me."
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With little effort, we moved across the spacious living room The door of a
large entry room opened into a bathroom nearly the size of my Santa Monica
beach bungalow, with a wall of lighted mirrors behind black marble sinks. The
chair, though, would not fit through the door to the toilet stall. I sat in the chair
while Robert relieved himself. Then we switched places. He stood at the sink
washing up, then stood behind the chair back waiting for me to finish.
I bent to lift the arms of the chair and saw Robert's jeans unzipped, his
shirt open, his long blond curls haloed by the mirror lights. He looked just like he
did on stage while half the women in America dreamed of doing what I had the
opportunity to do right then.
It was what Woody Allen would call, only half kidding, a "spiritual
experience,"- an act of worship of a golden idol. While I fantasized about being
the envy of other girls, I remembered Peter's swallowing the keys. If this was the
top of the mountain; what would the downhill slide be? If a tree falls in a forest,
and no one is around to hear it ... who would bear witness to my glory?
When we returned to the living room, Peter found yet another key in his
caftan, unlocked the cuff on the chair, snapped it onto his own wrist, and told the
others that maybe they'd accept Hugh Heffner's invitation to breakfast at the
Playboy mansion after all since they had a "beautiful captive bird" in tow to make
it more interesting. I said, "That's not the image I strive to maintain in this town.
Keith Heffner used to chase me around the Playboy Club when I worked there as a
Bunny, wanted me to do a centerfold, but I told him I was looking for acting work
and didn't think it was a good idea. He might be amused by this, but I wouldn't."
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"That was not a great career move, Luv," he said, as he drew me into his
bedroom and invited me to sit down on the bed. He assured me that I was well
liked by everyone, and that they were trying to think of a way to take me back to
London with them, removing articles of clothing the while. Next to his bed was a
bouquet of two dozen thornless, long-stemmed red roses. He withdrew a handful
from the vase and ran the cool, fleshy blooms up and down my skin. He must have
been turned on as I was to the scene in Marianne Faithful's movie with Alain
Delon, Girl on a Motorcycle. Delon sits with Faithful on the bed in an Alpine ski
resort. Outside the window snow falls on a hillside, but the window becomes
fogged by the heat of their passion as he flogs her with roses.
I lay in a pool of petals, red splatters of fragrance. Peter pulled the dress
back down over my head and walked me to his bathroom, where he attached my
arm to the pipe under the sink saying he'd be back in a minute. I hoped my
argument against being dragged to the Mansion was convincing. So far, I hadn't
tried to argue for release. There remained an element of excitement, as if almost
anything might happen as long as I was still there. Peter was the controlling force
in the group, and he was delighted with his catch. He might think of almost
anything. Thoughts like the power they had to do anything they wanted with me,
then load me, unconscious, onto their private jet and drop me somewhere in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean I dispelled as paranoia. There was nothing to do but
wait. I was under the sink for hours.
Crew members came in one at a time to unzip and take a leak. In an
attempt not to be seen, I made myself as small as possible. The long, black gauze
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dress I wore was pulled over my body, but only one arm was actually through the
sleeve. I was grateful that I'd had a good relationship with the crew, because no
one took advantage of my vulnerability. Spider Woman came in with a smirk, a
ball point pen, and a stack of paper cocktail napkins and told me Peter wanted me
to write about the evening. I heard later that Peter's wife found some of them in
his suitcase, but they were barely legible. Legible or not, the act of writing, of

trying to make sense of this rock and roll lifestyle, began to have a calming,
centering effect on me.
There was a degree of surrender in captivity that hadn't been possible for
me until then. It seemed as though I'd been shadow boxing for as long as I could
remember, always fighting some unidentified enemy, seldom taking time to think
about who, what, where I was in the flurry. I either ranted or ran, leaving people
before they had a chance to leave me and wondering why I was always alone.
Here I was stoned, but the act of writing brought clarity about one thing- I
needed help. The door opened, and a pair ofblack kid, hand beaded loafers
quietly entered the room. The sleeve of a forest green velvet jacket found the floor
beside me, and Jimmy Page lithely joined me under the sink.
"How are you?" he asked.
"I want to be free."
"What can I do?'' he asked.
"Free me."
He stood up and spread eight cigar-sized lines of combination of heroin and
cocaine on the counter top and handed me the straw. On my knees, I inhaled two
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of them. He did two, then ducked under the sink with me again. Long moments
of silence passed until he said, "Ifl free you, you'lljust fly away like a little bird,
won't you?''
I wanted to say no, I'll meet you in your room, but discretion prevailed for
a change, and I repeated, "I want to be free."
Jimmy took from his jacket pocket a slender, six inch long, single bladed
silver knife. He turned it between his fingers, as if admiring the scrollwork, or
deciding what to do. He slowly pulled out the blade and moved toward me. "Ifl
free you, you can't tell the boys. They'll just laugh at me," he said, and slipped the
blade into the keyhole ofthe cuff attached to the pipe. "You must seem as though
you freed yourself." The cuff opened. I pulled my arm through my sleeve and
pulled the dress down, rubbed my sore wrist. We did the other lines in silence
before he left. As he shut the door behind him, he said hullo to someone who was
moving toward the bathroom.
I ducked back under the sink, attached the cuff loosely to the pipe, and
waited for the unidentified person to finish his wiz and leave the room. Then, I
held the cuff with my free hand so that I could twist my wrist raw, giving the
appearance of prolonged struggle.
I opened the bedroom door a crack and tried to listen to the conversation
in the living room. About ten crew members were gathered now, their voices low
as they talked about plans for departure immediately after the show that night.
Peter rose to check on me, and I was flattened behind the door as he looked in the
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bathroom. When he found me behind the door, he was furious. "Who let you
go?'' he demanded.
"No one," I said, rubbing my swollen, red wrist. "I twisted and twisted
until it opened."
He didn't quite believe it, but had no way of finding out who, if anyone,

had released me, so he returned to his seat behind the desk in the living room. I
was embarrassed to join them, but there was no other way out, so I summoned
whatever semblance of pride I could muster and entered the room "Well, Carol,"
Peter said with a broad smile. "How did you enjoy your evening?" There was a
challenge in his tone. He needed to know how I would handle the experience.
"Wouldn't have missed it for the world," I said, and sat down with them
for awhile until I felt like I could drive home. It was daylight. The top was down
on my '69 Camaro convertible. At every stop light on Sunset Boulevard from
Beverly Hills to Santa Monica, my head fell against the headrest and I nodded for a
minute, but I made it home.
I slept a few hours, got cleaned up and dressed and drove to the Forum for
the last half of the last show of the tour. By then I didn't need to be on any lists.
Before the end of the last finale, Jimmy spotted me standing in the aisle near the
stage. He sang the last few bars directly to me, and as the crowd burst into
applause, he bowed deeply to me. As he crossed the stage to switch sides with
Robert, he whispered something in his ear, and when Robert took his bow at my
comer of the stage, it was directly to me. They met center stage, bowed to the
audience, then crossed together, grasped each others' hand, and took their last
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bow to me, blew me a kiss, and exited. People around me stared at the handcuff
flapping freely as I continued to clap, hands held high above my head.

I went to the show at the L.A. Forum the following year, Led Zeppelin's
last tour. Everyone was very friendly, but it was a bit anticlimactic. They were

sold out for a week at the Super Dome in New Orleans and invited me to join them
there. I drove to Oakland the following day to see the show.
The night before the show was the usual rock and roll fare, with lots of
groupies trying to get next to anyone in the entourage. I watched one of the
group's personal security guys pull a couple of Bill Graham teeth out of his
knuckles after a fight. He and I partied all night.
As I waited for the elevator in the morning to leave the hotel for the

Oakland Coliseum, I saw Robert leave his room at the other end of the hall. I
called out, "Knock 'em dead, Robert." He smiled and waved. Later, they saw me
dancing on the side of the stage and invited me on stage to dance while they sang
the last two songs. They waved good bye to me as they left the stage for the last
time. While they were playing in Oakland, back in England Robert's young son
died quite suddenly from an intestinal virus. A few years later they tried to cut
another album, but Jon Bonham died during recording, passed out drunk and
smothered by his vomit. For me, it was the end of rock and roll. Not because they
were the only good rock and roll group, but because they were the best, and they
had brought me to my knees, freed me, and taken me to highs I could never hope
to reach again. I'd like to say that I cleaned up my act soon after this experience,
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but I had some more experimenting to do. Many doors, many chains needed to be
opened before I could end the cycle of self abuse. I had help from Zep - Big
Brian, my pool buddy Bonzo, Steel Roses Peter, Jon Paul the Tale Teller, Golden
Robert, Gentle Jimmy. Angels are often disguised.
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In an effort to interject some fun into a potentially dreary weekend, I took
my son Sanji on a Cable Car ride. Wheee, clankety clank up and down the hills now the blue-green sea beneath steel bridges; now a sea of City- cold concrete
and glass. Great billows of graying white clouds, ominous in an otherwise crystal
blue sky, set us a world away from our Southern California home. Wheeepracticed though not perfect at the art of ~xpressing to my son the joy of living, I
thrilled to the rush of careening down hill, wind whipping my hair. "It's
Dizzlyland!" he shrieked as I clutched him tightly to keep him from flying off the
lurching car.
At dinner, Sanji enjoyed undivided attention from a solicitous
waiter. "San Francisco is famous for ciopino, and ours is the best in town," he
announced, "but save room for desert. See that cart over there? Full of goodies."
I ordered ciopino, a bottle ofpinot noir, and the cart, and halflistened to Sanji
reminisce about the first time he tasted flesh.
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"Remember, Mommy, when Sonny came to visit us from Hawaii? He had
white baby roses stuck all in his long fuzzy beard and hair, and a big bottle of
bubbles exploded all over the floor. He took us to dinner and ordered lobster,
and fixed a big bite up for me with butter and lemon and popped it in my mouth
with a tiny fork. Did you think I was going to spit it out because we're
vegetarians? You said, 'Do you like that lobster?' and I said, Yah, I wike dat
wobster. I want more dat wobster, and you laugheded at me." Funny, the things
kids remember. Now, at age five, in San Francisco for the funeral ofhis grandfather whom he couldn't recall at all, Sanji felt like a young man in his new black
suit, protected by a big plastic lobster bib, relishing The City's finest.
Later, from the phone in the hotel room, I spoke at length to my
stepmother, my father's widow. We had not gotten along at all the first time we'd
met; the second was a minor improvement. But that had been when my father was
still alive, when his wife had chosen to believe her husband's denial ofhis
daughter's insinuations. Now I was introduced to a man I had never known- a
man married to a woman other than my mother.
Cradling the phone against my shoulder, I removed the mirror from the lid
of my overnight cosmetic case and chopped and drew thin lines of cocaine, sniffing
it quietly through a silver straw and glancing now and then for comfort at my son
who slept peacefully in the other twin bed. Alternately, I took notes on cocktail
napkins brought up with the drink order. The notes helped me stay focused and
kept me from arguing aloud. My purpose was not to offend his widow, but to
secure for my son and myself a portion ofthe estate by observing the proprieties of
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polite society. I chopped and snorted and scnbbled and laughed softly as the
retired history teacher described a loving husband, a respected businessman, a
jovial, entertaining :friend and host, gardener supreme and lover of cats, who had
loved his children despite concerted, and effective, efforts by his first wife to
alienate them from him. I listened to versions of stories from my childhood
entirely different from those I held finnly in memory.
"You know, your father hated to have to spank you kids. When he came
home from work, the minute he walked in the door your mother would start in on
him with all the things you'd done wrong that day. How she'd sent you to your
room to 'just wait until your father comes home,' and how he had to reluctantly go
in your room and give you the lightest spanking he could get away with. He never
really wanted to take a hand to you kids."
I put my pen down, took up the silver straw, and did my best to
anesthetize the memory of those loving acts of discipline. What I could not help
remembering became entangled in my notes:
pull your pants down and lay across my knees
coarse olive drab uniform, cold brass buttons
left elbow across neck
don't cry this hurts me more than it does you
try not to cry it'll be over sooner
one two three
... a circular motion- counter-clockwise?
four five six
... no, clockwise, lightly
seven quiet or the neighbors will hear shut up! EIGHT
hard now -- angry
NINE! sweat drops on bare bottom
daddy, daddy, you're hurting me
ten go help your mother with supper
mother's victorious leer
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I could not bear, even by relegating it to barely legible notes, my mother's
victorious leer, so I left the receiver on the paisley spread and went to the
bathroom to splash cold water on my face.
When I returned a moment later, my stepmother was still reminiscing.
" ... don't know if you knew this or not, but your father wasn't able to go fishing
since his first stroke sent him tumbling down the back stairs into the garden, but
boy, did he love to fish. He told me about when he took you and your brother
fishing in Tokyo Bay. Do you remember your brother was pulling in one fish after
another, but you weren't catching a thing, so he woke you from a nap before your
nose burned off and handed you the boatman's net so you could catch jellyfish. He
said you prized those jellyfish above anything edible they hauled in. He was always
proud of you. And oh, did he love to tease you! He told me about the time ... "
on and on until dull gray dawn imposed itself upon parallel, if disparate, reveries,
and it was time to hand up and get ready for the funeral service.
Clinging to one another all night on the telephone had temporarily dispelled
the clammy vacuum we each felt at the loss of the man. I closed the bathroom
door behind me and ran a bath, hoping my son wouldn't wake until I was ready. I
prepared myself as a bride might, shampoo, conditioner, legs shaved and feet
pumiced, all parts loofa clean, just as my mother taught me to do when attending a
formal affair. Lotion, musky French perfume- only a little- to mingle with
formaldehyde at the funeral parlor and grassy wet gloom at the cemetery. Hair
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dried, makeup impeccably applied, I slipped into a white terry hotel robe, called for
coffee, and ordered breakfast for my son.
Sanji awoke smiling, opened the drapes to the dismal day and said, "Maybe
a movie later, Mommy?"
I picked him up, kissed his cheek. "Good morning, Sweetheart. Maybe,
but first we have to go to Grandpa's funeral. I ran a bath for you, but have a
shower if you'd rather. By the time you're finished, I'll be dressed and breakfast

will be here." Outside in the park, an old homeless man fed pigeons.
While he bathed, I did a few more lines, carefully slipped black seamed
stockings up my legs and hooked them onto black lace garters. I fastened a black
lace bra in front and slipped it around, bending down to allow things to fall into
place. I'd like to go just like this, Daddy, so you could see the woman you

created. I let a new black silk slip drift over my head, slipped into new black
high-heeled, open-toed pumps, and finally buttoned up my new black Ann Taylor
suit. Taking the new handbag from my suitcase, I transferred several crisp
hundred dollar bills into a new wallet, tucked lipstick and a compact into the new
makeup case, and folded into the pocket a carefully starched and ironed Irish linen
handkerchief for the requisite tears. Cigarette case with matching lighter; pill box
of cloisonne; another couple lines before zipping the vial and Tiffany straw into
their leather pouch. A new black gabardine trench coat and black kid gloves were
lain alongside. Perfection, for the first time in my life, on this once-in-a-lifetime

occasion.
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The ceremony took place on a hilly slope in the Presidio Veteran's
Cemetery. Rounds from eight military rifles snapped through the surrounding
woods before traveling outward toward Angel Island and Pacific seas. An Army
bugler sent forth a mournful Taps while eight white-gloved soldiers solemnly
removed an American Flag from the casket, folded it, marched crisply to my son,
saluted, and presented him, as the only remaining male relation, with the symbol of
duty well served. My son, tiny man in black suit/white shirt/blue tie/stiff black
shoes, looked up at me blankly as I stood shivering in my new black outfit beneath
an oversized black umbrella, clutching the mahogany handle with one hand, my
son's hand with the other, feeling shabby, if anything, needing a hit badly, my heels
sinking slowly into the wet green earth. Over head, a crow caw drew my attention
to a single black feather spiraling to the feet of my mother-in-law, hatless, wet,
smiling at us with pride. Still tightly holding the warm hand of my son, I returned
her smile, turned, and softly squeezed his hand before releasing it. He, with the
thick triangle of red, white and blue gripped in both hands, gazed through the mist
at the big orange bridge and hoped, no doubt, for a movie and maybe lobster later.
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